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Radiation%Biology%(BIO333)%is%intended%mainly%to%serve%majors%interested%in%

professional%careers%in%Radiation%Therapy%and%Nuclear%Medical%Technology,%

though%it%also%serves%as%a%biology%elective.%It%is%taught%every%spring%to%about%

50%students.%

Abstract:55
The%intent%of%this%lesson%study%was%to%improve%the%content%of%the%lecture%and%

lab%to%add%more%career%and%professional%materials%to%better%prepare%the%

students%for%their%future.%The%new%material%added%to%labs%and%case%studies%

added%to%lecture%led%to%a%general%improvement%in%student%interest%and%focus%

compared%to%earlier%semesters.%

%

PART5II:5THE5LESSON5
Learning5Goals5

1.%%%%%Improve%connections%between%the%lecture%and%the%lab.%

2.%%%%%Make%the%course%more%fun%to%teach%and%more%fun%to%take.%

3.%%%%%Improve%the%interest%level%of%the%students%in%the%material%presented,%

studied%and%tested%in%the%lecture%and%lab.%

4.%%%%%Decrease%faculty%anxiety%at%ever%seeing%one%of%our%students%in%a%clinical%

setting.%

Lesson5Plan5
1.%Provide%more%CareerYCentered%Examples%and%Content:%

We%added%more%content,%examples%and%case%studies%that%are%direct%from%a%

student’s%future%career.%For%example,%inform%students%about%questions%

commonly%asked%by%patients,%or%the%clinical%uses%for%the%techniques%they%

will%learn%and%experiences%they%may%soon%face.%

We%tried%to%better%connect%the%lecture%and%the%lab%to%allow%better%flow%of%

concepts%for%the%students.%For%example,%we%used%lecture%content%to%fill%in%

background%for%the%lab%experiments,%or%provided%laboratory%examples%

that%were%expanded%in%lecture.%We%found%that%this%was%difficulty%to%

coordinate%given%the%amount%of%background%information%required%upY

front%in%lecture,%but%students%still%seemed%able%to%make%the%connections.%

2.%Improve%Students’%Professional%Skills:%

We%added%more%lab%exercises%and%techniques%that%directly%addressed%

procedures%and%techniques%needed%in%the%students’%future%careers.%For%

example,%we%added%more%clinical%simulation%experiments%and%better%



connected%the%current%labs%to%some%clinical/professional%examples%

provided%by%the%directors%of%the%NMT%and%RT%programs.%

We%added%more%lab%exercises%and%techniques%to%address%student%

deficiencies.%For%example,%students%are%notoriously%bad%at%accurate%

measuring%and%dosing.%%To%address%this,%we%added%a%lab%exercise%

allowing%them%to%measure%their%precision%and%connect%that%to%potential%

patient%outcomes.%

%%

PART5III:5THE5STUDY5
%

Approach5
The%general%approach%was%to%add%content%related%to%professional%applications%to%labs%

and%lecture.%

%

Added%new%material%to%labs:%

• Students%used%the%results%of%their%cell%survival%curve%to%calculate%the%dose%of%

radiation%and%number%of%doses%required%to%reduce%a%tumor%by%one%millionY

fold.%

• Students%used%the%results%of%a%radioimmunoassay%to%diagnose%patients%with%

hypoY%and%hyperYthyroidism.%

• Students%predicted%the%effect%of%doing%a%PET%scan%on%a%patient%with%diabetes,%

this%required%them%to%apply%the%concept%of%specific%activity.%

• Students%had%to%calculate%the%dose%of%radiation%absorbed%by%different%tissues%

during%a%PET%scan.%

%

Added%new%material%to%lectures:%

• Students%reviewed%lecture%material%in%three%realYlife%case%studies%in%lecture%

just%prior%to%each%exam.%The%instructor%set%up%student%groups%so%that%each%

group%of%five%had%at%least%one%NMT%student,%one%RT%student,%and%one%Biology%

student%to%share%expertise%(“interprofessional%groups”).%%For%example,%in%one%

study,%students%examined%the%late%effect%of%radiation%therapy%causing%a%

secondary%malignancy%to%the%thyroid%gland.%They%processed%through%both%

diagnostic%and%therapeutic%thyroid%treatments%and%its%impact%on%thyroid%

function.%%

%

Added%“red%rules”%to%lecture%and%lab:%%

• Red%Rule%activities%are%designed%to%reflect%clinical%%%cases%where%

miscalculations%can%have%profound%negative%consequences.%%No%partial%credit%

was%given%for%these%types%of%problems.%%%

%

Findings/Discussion5
Our%general%findings%were%positive,%and%were%consistent%across%lecture%and%lab.%

%

Lab:%

• Higher%student%interest/%buyYin%for%why%they%did%the%experiments.%



• Made%the%lab%“not%just%another%science%lab”%because%of%the%clinical%application.%

• Students%seemed%to%care%more%about%the%reports%and%projects.%

• Students%were%talking%about%the%labs%in%a%positive%way!%

%

Lecture:%

• “Red%Rule”%calculations%done%on%lecture%exams%were%done%much%more%

carefully,%suggesting%that%adding%the%“realYlife”%situation%of%killing%a%patient%

(i.e.,%getting%no%points)%with%incorrect%math%was%a%good%motivating%force.%

• InterYprofessional%education%(mixed%groups%of%students)%during%case%studies%

led%to%good%conversations%about%what%each%type%of%student%should%be%able%to%

offer%to%solve%a%problem.%This%will%be%very%helpful%in%the%clinic%and%working%in%

an%interprofessional%setting.%%

%

General:%

• Students%were%able%to%make%connections%between%radiation%biology,%biology%

of%cancer,%and%medical%imaging.%%

%%

Things%to%improve:%

• Play%up%the%dose%comparisons%of%clinical%to%life%experience%in%future%updates.%

• Modify%the%lecture%case%studies%to%modify%the%types%of%calculations%included,%

and%possibly%add%more%data%analysis.%%

%%

References5
• Several%professional%and%clinical%items%(e.g.,%prescribing%information%for%

tracers%and%treatments)%were%consulted%and%used%to%improve%the%lab%manual.%

Those%items%are%included%in%lab%manual%(see%appendix).%

• Case%studies%were%newly%generated%by%instructors,%but%some%content%was%

derived%from%additional%sources%such%as%Hancock%SL,%Cox%RS,%McDougal%R%

(1991)%New%England%Journal%of%Medicine%325:599Y605%

%

APPENDIX5
%

Lesson5Materials5
The%lab%manual,%with%new%content%highlighted%in%yellow%in%the%file%is%attached.%An%

example%lecture%case%study%is%also%included.%

%

Study5Materials5
N/A%

%%

% %
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APPENDIX%A%

%

%

%

Lab%manual%from%Spring%2014%with%changes%and%new%content%derived%from%the%case%

study%highlighted%in%yellow.%

%



Lab Schedule                   Changes highlighted in yellow (also in appendix)             Spring Semester, 2014 
Radiation Biology                                                                                                           BIO 333 
 
DATE                                                        TOPIC                                                                        EXERCISE 
 
Jan   28 Geiger –Mueller (G-M) Counting 1  
 
Feb   4 Geiger –Mueller (G-M) Counting 2 
 
 11 Effects of Radiation on Cells   3  
 
 18 Effects of Radiation on Cells    (Quiz 1)  
 

 25 Effects of Radiation on Nuclei and Chromosomes 4 
 

Mar  4 Effects of Radiation on Nuclei and Chromosomes, (rm 265) 5  
 

 11  Effect of Ionizing Radiation on Enzyme Activity (Report 1) 
 
15-23                           Spring Break 

 
    25 Introduction to Liquid Scintillation* 6 

 
Apr  1 PET scan simulation: Glucose uptake by yeast*  (Report 2) 7 
 
  8 Radioimmunoassay* (Quiz 2) 8 
 
 15  Phosphate Uptake by plant cells*       9 
 
 22  Phosphate uptake in living organism* (Report 3) 10 
 
 29  Design and Conduct a Wipe Test 11   
 
May 6 (Quiz 3) (Report 4) 
 
 
Lab Reports (25 pts):                                                                Quizzes:  (25 pts) 
 #1 Effects of Rad. on cells, due Mar. 11 #1 G-M Counting 
#2  Effects of Rad. on enzymes and DNA, due Apr. 1 #2  Scintillation counting 
#3  Radioimmunoassay and PET scan, due Apr 22 #3  Cumulative final (50 pts) 
#4  Phosphate uptake, due May 6 
 
Lab Policy: 
1. Lab safety and radiation protection will be emphasized at all times. 
2. Lab coats, gloves, and eye protection will be required for labs with *. 
3. 10 points will be taken off lab total for each lab missed w/o excuse. 
4. Parts of an assignment or quiz labeled RED RULE are all or nothing, no partial credit. 
5. 10% taken off for lab reports turned in late. 
6. Biology web page: http://www.uwlax.edu/biology/communication/homepage.htm will be helpful in 

preparing your reports. 
7. Changes may be made to the lab schedule. 
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 EXERCISE 1 
 GEIGER-MUELLER (G-M) COUNTING 
Exercise 1A 
 
BACKGROUND 
A Geiger-Mueller (GM) tube is a gas-filled radiation 
detector. It commonly takes the form of a cylindrical 
outer shell (cathode) and the sealed gas-filled space 
with a thin central wire (the anode) held at ~ 1 KV 
positive voltage with respect to the cathode. The fill 
gas is generally argon at a pressure of less than 0.1 
atm plus a small quantity of a quenching vapor (Cl or 
Br).  If a gamma ray interacts with the GM tube 
(primarily with the wall by either the Photoelectric 
Effect or Compton scattering) it will produce an 
energetic electron that may pass through the interior 
of the tube.  Alpha and beta particles can interact 
directly with the electrons in the Ar gas. 
 
The excited electrons can then interact with 
other Ar atoms, causing an avalanche of 
ionizations, amplifying the signal.  One pulse 
represents the formation of 109 ion pairs. 

 

Ar ĺ Ar+ + e-       Ar + e- ĺ Ar-  
 
 
DETERMINING THE G-M OPERATING POTENTIAL 
 
Performance of the Geiger-Mueller Tube can be assessed by determining the plateau slope.  As 
tubes age, the slope becomes greater and eventually they are no longer useful.  There are 
several ways to describe the plateau; we will use a calculation which describes the relative 
plateau slope (see Figure 1).  
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Figure 1. Formula for calculating plateau slope. 
R=CPM, V=voltage. 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE:  
1. Obtain a sealed beta source,10 PCi Thallium-204 (204Tl), and place it on shelf #  3  .  Place 

it with label down.  (If you have an older source with fewer counts use shelf #1). 
 

2. Both computer and STX Counter (G-M counting module) must be turned on.  Double click 
STX icon. Use the Setup menu to set high voltage (HV) to 650 v and step voltage on and 
at 50 v.  Use Preset menu to set time at 60 sec and number of runs to 10. 

3. Click green diamond (on) button to start the series of counts.  Record data in Table 1. 
Voltage will step up 50 volts with each series until you reach 1100 volts. 

 
4. Graph Data from Table 1: Using Excel, plot the count rate (CPM) as a function of voltage. 

a. Determining Operating Potential(voltage):For general use, the operating voltage 
should fall within the first 1/3 of the plateau portion of the curve (somewhere 
between 750 –950 volts for this equipment).  

b. Calculate Relative Plateau Slope: Choose two count rates (with their corresponding 
voltages) which are as far apart as possible on the linear section of the curve. Then 
using equation in Figure 1, calculate % /100 volts.   A good tube should have a 
slope less than 10% /100 volts. 

 
5. Determination of the plateau slope is rather time consuming. Thus it is more convenient to 

check G-M counter performance against a long-lived sealed source. One should learn to 
make this check at regular intervals before using the counter. 

   
Table 1.  G-M cpm vs. voltage 

VOLTAGE CPM 

650  

700  

750  

800  

850  

900  

950  

1000  

1050  

1100  
 
 
Operating voltage chosen ____________V. 
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 Exercise 1B 
 GEIGER-MUELLER (G-M) COUNTING 
 
BACKGROUND RADIATION 
 
Background radiation is defined as the radiation measured by the system that was not emitted 
from the sample under study.  The source of background radiation may be nearby samples, 
cosmic rays, gamma radiation from terrestrial activity, contaminated detector, etc.  This exercise 
will allow one to determine how many counts recorded by the scaler are the result of background 
radiation. 
 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE: 
1. Place a sealed source (10 PCi 204Tl)on shelf #3.  Set time to 60 sec, set high voltage to the 

optimum determined in Exercise 1A.  Set number of runs to 2 (turn off step voltage). Take the 
average of two one (1) minute counts and record results in Table 1. This value is called the 
Gross Count which includes sample plus background radiation. 

2. Remove the source from the shelf and all other sources from the immediate area of the 
detector. 

3. Make a 5 minute count (set time to 300 sec and number or runs to 1).   Record the results in 
Table 1. 

 
4. When counting samples, background radiation can generally be ignored if its count rate is less 

than 1% of the gross count rate.  If it if greater than 1%, the net count rate should be 
calculated.  What % of the Gross Count Rate is your background count? 

 
5. The net count rate is obtained by subtracting the background count rate from the gross count 

rate.  Calculate the Net Count Rate if necessary, and enter it into Table 1. 
 
6. Calculate the number of cpm above which you do not need to correct for background 
   __________________  (= 100 x bkg) 
 
7. List two ways by which the effect of background radiation can be reduced. 
  A. 
 
  B. 
 

Table 1. Data For Calculating Background Radiation. 

 Count Interval Observed Count Count Rate (CPM) 

GROSS 1 Minute   

BACKGROUND 5 Minutes   

% Background    

NET COUNT RATE    
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Exercise 1C 

 GEIGER-MUELLER (G-M) COUNTING 
 
MEASUREMENT OF RESOLVING TIME USING SPLIT SOURCE METHOD 
 
A G-M tube becomes totally or partially insensitive to subsequent ionizing events while the 
avalanche or negative ions produced by the initial ionizing event is being collected by the central 
electrode.  The length of time that the tube is unable to produce a pulse sufficiently large enough 
to be recorded is called RESOLVING TIME. In the present exercise, the resolving time for a G-M 
tube is to be determined.  A relatively simple method employing a "split source" is used. The split 
source (consists of two halves) each containing identical amounts of radioactivity.  In addition, a 
blank half (marked "B") is prepared free of radioactivity.  In practice, both sides #1 and #2 are 
counted together. Then sides #1 and #2 are counted separately, using the blank half to maintain 
original geometry. 

 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE: 
1. Place the holder containing both split source halves (# 1 and # 2) on shelf # 3  

and count for one minute.  The count rate should be 20,000 CPM or greater; if 
not, ask the instructor for help. This value is identified as R12. Record results in 
Table 1. 

2. Next count half #1 and the blank “B” and record the cpm as R1 
3. Finally count half #2 and the blank “B” and record the cpm as R2 
 
Table 1. Data from Split Source Readings. 
        
Source 

Observed Rate 
(CPM)         

Calculated 
Rate (CPM) 

Counts Lost Percent error  
(true - obs. cpm) 

(true cpm) 

Both halves R12     

Half #1 R1     

Half #2 R2     

Sum R1 + R2     
 
 

1      2 

1      B 

B      2 
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4. Except for statistical variations (less than 1% at these count rates) one would expect the count 
rate for both halves ( S1 and S2 ) to be equal that rate when both halves are together ( S12 ).  

5. The sum of the individual sources will be greater than the count rate observed when the two 
halves were counted together (R1 + R2 > R12).  The difference represents counts that were 
lost during the time interval following each ionizing event when the tube was unable to 
produce a pulse sufficiently large enough to be recorded. 

6. The approximate resolving time can be calculated using the expression shown in Figure 1. 
Note the units are in MINUTES/COUNT since Rates are in CPM. 

 
 
 
 
 
7. Using equation in Figure 1 and data from Table 1, calculate the resolving time.  ______ 

Minutes/Count  (should be ~10-6) 
8. The manufacturer specifies the resolving time for each G-M tube. The time is usually in the 

range of 200 microseconds per count. Convert your value from step 7 to microseconds/count.  
____________ Microseconds/Count 

9. When the resolving time for an instrument is known, it is possible to calculate the TRUE count 
rate from the OBSERVED count rate of a sample. The formula for this is shown in Figure 2 
where "R" = True Count Rate(CPM), “Ro"= Observed Count Rate and * = Resolving Time 
(Minutes/Count). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
10. Using data from Table 1, calculate the TRUE rate of decay for R1, R2, and R12 
11. For each source, also calculate the percent error by dividing the observed from the true cpm.  

Is there a correlation between total counts and percent error? 
12. If you were using cpm to calculate a dose to give a patient without correcting for the resolving 

time, would you give too high or too low a dose? 
13. For your instrument, calculate the value of Ro for which R will change by 1% due to resolving 

time.  _________________  =  0.01/(1.01 *  *) 
 
 

Corrections for your instrument 
 

 Minimum counts Maximum counts 
Correct for background (p 1-3) 0  
No correction needed   
Correct for resolving time (p 1.7)  � 
  

 
)RR2(
R-R+R=
21

1221*  

Figure 2. Formula for calculating resolving time  

 
)R-(1

R=R
o

o

*
 

Figure 3. Expression for calculating true rate. 
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Exercise 1D 
 GEIGER-MUELLER (G-M) COUNTING 
 
GEOMETRY, SHELF RATIO, AND INVERSE SQUARE LAW   
 
Radiation is emitted in all directions (i.e. along any radius of a solid sphere). Radiation detectors 
on the other hand, are usually constructed such that the detector surface covers only a fraction of 
the surface area of a solid sphere. The illustrations in Figures 1 and 2 below shows this 
relationship. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 1. Diagram showing relationship of G-M tube to point source. 
 
Consequently, it is quite necessary to take into account the "Geometry" of the detector.  The 
equation shown in Figure 2 is used to determine the fraction of a solid sphere that is occupied by 
the detector surface. The Geometry factor "G", "h" distance (in cm) from the source to window 
surface, and "r" radius of the window (in cm) are used. Assume G-M tube diameter to be   2.8   
centimeters (28 mm). 
 
It should be obvious from the diagram in Figure 1 that intensity will fall off as "h" is increased.  In 
general, the intensity decreases with an increase in the distance, is described by the Inverse 
Square Law.  This is shown by the expressions in Figure 3. 
 

  

 
 
 

 
The expressions shown in Figure 3 are based upon the assumption that there are no pronounced 
changes in absorption over distance.  Consequently, the Inverse Square Law cannot be applied 
to Alpha and Beta radiation in the given form.   
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Figure 2. Formula for Geometry Factor. 

h
1=INTENSITY
2
 

 
I2 = I1(d12/d22) 
 
Figure 3. Inverse 
Square Expressions 

GM Tube 
r 

h 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE: 
1. Count a 10PCi 204Tl beta source on shelves 1-3 for one minute and record the data in Table 1. 
2. Using data in Table 1, calculate the Geometry factor at each distance. Diameter for G-M tube 

is 2.84 cm and "h" is given in Table 1. 
3. Divide the cpm by the geometry factor to calculate the total cpm emitted by the source. 
 

Table 1.  Correcting for distance and geometry factor 
Shelf # h (mm) CPM &RUUHFWHG�IRU�ī Geometry Factor Total cpm emitted 

1 5     

2 15     

3 25     
 
4. On Excel, plot cpm as a function of distance.  Display the equation and record it here for 

future use. 
 
Eqn. for cpm vs. distance:  ____________________ 
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 EXERCISE 2 
 GEIGER-MUELLER (G-M) COUNTING  
Exercise 2A - Backscatter 
 
Radiation which is emitted in directions away from the detector would be expected to be 
absorbed and lead to a decreased counting efficiency. The materials, however, which are used to 
contain the sample may cause a phenomenon called backscatter. In backscattering, radiation 
interacts with the backing material causing a reflection or secondary emission of radioactivity.  A 
fraction of this radioactivity may be emitted in the direction of the detector and be counted, thus 
increasing the count rate. Backscattering is a function of thickness as well as density of the 
backing material.  An increase in backing material thickness increases the amount of 
backscattering.  Also, the atomic number influences backscatter; backscatter increases directly 
with the atomic number. 
  
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE: 

1. Obtain a paper mounted source on a cardboard planchet holder. Select a shelf ( 1 )on 
which the sample will yield a count of about 3000 CPM. 

2. Take a one minute count and record value in Table 1. 
3.  Place pieces of lead of increasing thicknesses on the bottom of the holder; use masking 

tape to keep lead in position. Take a one minute count for 1, 2, and 3mm thicknesses.  
4. Obtain a packet containing Glass, Plastic, Aluminum, Copper, Tin and Lead Absorbers. As 

in step 3, tape an absorber on the underside of holder and take a one minute count.  
 

 
 
 
 
 

5. Using the formula shown in Figure 1, calculate % Backscatter and record in Table 1. "Ro" 
is count rate without backing whereas "R" represents count rate of source with backing.  

 
Table 1. Data For Calculating Degree Of Backscatter With Different "Z" Numbers. Values 
For Glass And Plastic Are From The RHH. 

Element Symbol "Z" Number CPM % backscatter 

Control     

Plastic  5.85   

Glass  11.60   

Aluminum Al 13.0   

Copper Cu 29.0   

Lead (1mm) Pb     82.0   

Lead (2mm)     

Lead (3mm)     
 

 X100
R

)R-(R=er%Backscatt
o

o  

Figure 1. % Backscatter equation. 
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Exercise 2B 
Geiger-Mueller (G-M) Counting 

 
CHARACTERISTICS OF BETA PARTICLES – RANGE & ENERGY 
 
Gamma emission is monoenergetic but a spectrum of energy is emitted during beta emission.  
Many weaker beta particles will not reach the G-M tube.  In this exercise an attempt will be 
made to calculate Emax for a beta emitting radionuclide. 
 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE: 
 

1. Place a beta source, 204Tl , on shelf # _1 . 
2. Take a 1 minute reading and record in row 1 of Table 1.  You should have a count of 

about10,000 CPM. 
3. Begin placing absorbers on top of the source and taking 1 minute readings for each 

thickness.  Record thickness and gross CPM for each thickness used.  Continue adding 
thicker absorbers and taking measurements until the gross CPM is about twice 
background.  Record these values in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Data for Calculating Range for Beta Particles. 
Gross CPM 
 

Net CPM* Al Absorber 
Thickness (mg/cm2) 

Fixed Absorber 
   (mg/cm2) 

Total Absorber 
(Al + Fixed) 

            mg/cm2 
     
     
     
     
     
     

* Correct for Resolving Time and Background as necessary. 
)R-(1

R=R
o

o

*
 

 
4. Beta particles passing from the source to the detector are also absorbed by the mylar 

covering the source, air between source and G-M detector, an G-M tube window.  
These factors together make up what is called the fixed absorber.  The density 
thickness of air depends on the distance between the source and detector.  Each 
centimeter of air has a density thickness of 1.2 mg/cm3.  Recall from exercise 1C that 
shelf #2 is 15 mm (1.5 cm) from the G-M tube window, this is the “air path”.  The density 
thickness for the G-M tube window is 1.2 mg/cm2.  Density thickness for mylar is 0.9 
mg/cm2.  Record these values in Table 2.  Using the data in Table 2, calculate the Total 
Fixed Absorber value and record in column 4 of Table 1. 

 
Table 2. Data for Calculating Total Fixed Absorber Value. 
Air Path Air Density  Density Thickness 
       Mylar  
  G-M Tube Window  
               cm     1.2 mg/cm3   
  Total Fixed Absorber  
 

5. Using data from Table 1, plot Total Absorber Density Thickness vs. Net CPM on Excel. 
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6. Fit a straight line to your data points.  From the graph, calculate the Density-Thickness 
required to reduce the count rate by one-half. This will be called the D1/2.  Your 
calculated D1/2 is _______ mg/cm2. 

7. The range of beta particles from the source is approximately 8 times the D1/2 value.  The 
expression in Figure 1, is an approximation but is adequate for this exercise.  Better 
techniques are possible which produce a more accurate value.  Calculate the range for 
your beta source. 

 
  
 

Figure 1. Expression for calculating beta range. 
 

8. Using a curve of “Beta Range Vs. Maximum Energy”, determine the maximum beta 
energy (Emax) of your source.  Curve taken from the Radiological Health Handbook. 

 
Emax = ______ Mev (Experimental Value)  (R = 530 Emax-106 mg/cm2) 

 
9. Look up the accepted Emax value for your radionuclide. 

 
Emax for 204Tl is 0.776 Mev.  

 
10. Determine the percent error (%e). 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Expression for calculating %e. 
 

 

Range = 8 X D1/2 = 8 x _______ = ________ mg/cm2 

 
%e = (Accepted Value – Experimental Value) X 100 

Accepted Value 
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 Exercise 2C 
 GEIGER-MUELLER (G-M) COUNTING 
 
RELATIVE EFFICIENCY FOR BETA AND GAMMA RADIATION 
137Cs decays to stable 137Ba by the emission of a beta particle followed by a gamma ray.  A 
simplified decay scheme is shown below. 
 

137Cs 
 

Beta   Emax  = 0.514 Mev 
 
Gamma = 0.662 Mev 

 
137Ba 

 
For this exercise, it will be assumed that each beta particle emitted is followed by a gamma. 
 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE: 
 
A. Beta and Gamma Measurements 
 

1. Place a 137Cs source of about 1 PCi on the second shelf from the G-M tube.  This source 
consists of a point source sealed between two very thin sheets of plastic. 

 
2. Count this sample for one minute and record results on line 1 of Table 1.  This value 

represents pulses in the G-M tube initiated by both beta particles and gamma rays. 
 
3. Place a 1/8-inch thick (3mm) aluminum absorber on top of the source.  This thickness of 

aluminum is greater than the range of the Cesium beta particles; therefore none of the 
beta particles can now reach the detector.  However, the gamma rays will penetrate the 
piece of aluminum. 

 
4. Take a one minute count and record value on line 2 of Table 1.  
 
5. By subtracting the number of counts observed for the gamma rays (line 2) from the "Beta 

+ Gamma" value (line 1), one can obtain the number of counts due only to beta particles; 
record this value on line 3 of Table 1. 

 
 
Table 1. CPM values from a 137Cs source representing combined beta + gamma, gamma 
and calculated beta Values. 

RADIATION CPM 

1.  Beta + Gamma  

2.  Gamma  

3.  Beta  
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6. Using the information above, it is possible to estimate the fraction of gamma rays entering 
the tube that produce pulses. 

a. First, we will assume that every beta particle that enters the tube produces a pulse. 
b. Second, we will assume that for every beta particle that enters the tube, a gamma 

ray also enters the tube. 
 
Table 2.  Calculated values representing the number of beta particles and gamma rays 
entering a G-M tube from a 137Cs source.  These values are used to determine the relative 
efficiency of detecting beta and gamma radiation. 

 Beta Gamma 

1.  Number entering tube 
 

  

2.  Number producing a pulse 
 

  

 
           Gamma counts       x 100 
         Gamma entering tube     

 Figure 1. Relative Efficiency 
 
 

Table 3��3HUFHQW�Ȗ�(IILFLHQF\ 
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Exercise 2D 
GEIGER-MEULLER (G-M) COUNTING 

 
CALBRATION AND EFFICIENCY 
In this exercise you will use calibrated beta sources in determining counter efficiency for shelf #1. 
 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE: 

1. Take a one-minute count of each standard source on shelf #1 and record (CPM). 
Determine the net counts per minute and record in Table 1 (Net CPM).  Calculate the 
DPM for each standard and record in Table 1 (DPM) [remember to look at the date on 
the source and calculate the current activity, 1P Ci = 2.22 X 106 DPM]. 

2. Using the expression in Figure 1, calculate the efficiency factor for shelf #1.  Record 
results in Table 1. 

 
 

Figure 1. Efficiency expression. 
 
 
Table 1. Efficiency Data for Selected Radionuclides. 

 Emax t1/2 PCi* Calculated  
DPM 

CPM Net CPM 
(corrected for 
ENJ��ī��DQG�
geometry 

factor) 

Efficiency 

204Tl 0.764 3.78 yrs      
90Sr 0.546 28.6 yrs      

137Cs 1.176 30 yrs      
14C 0.155 5730 yrs      

99Tc 0.290 2x105 yrs      
36Cl 0.714 3x105 yrs      

210Bi 1.17 3x106 yrs      
If t1/2<1000 years correct for decay.  A=Ao e-0.693t/t

1/2    
 
 

3. Why there is a difference in efficiency, say, between 14C and 36Cl. 
 

Efficiency = NET CPM x 100 
               DPM 
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EXERCISE 3 
EFFECTS OF GAMMA AND UV RADIATION ON CELLS 

 
Exposure of living organisms to radiation can be harmful in various ways including selective cell 
death and death of the organism.   If cells are isolated from individual tissues and cultured they 
may be manipulated more easily and thus used to develop assays for studying the relationship 
between radiation and cell death (or cell survival).  Single-celled organisms such as yeast and 
bacteria may also be used as models for studying radiation effects.  In this exercise we will expose 
yeast cells to different kinds of radiation for varying amounts of time in order to assess the effect of 
radiation dose on cell survival.  By cell survival we mean the ability of the cell to sustain 
reproduction or cell division.  Cells not able to divide have undergone reproductive death.  Cell 
death may be due to any number of factors including damage to the cell membrane, cytoskeleton, 
DNA, enzymes, etc. In a typical experiment the cells are plated onto an agar growth media, 
exposed to radiation (they also can be exposed before they are plated), and then cultured at a 
constant temperature for a few days until growing colonies (clones) can be observed.  The 
colonies are counted and compared with a control to determine the percent survival.  These data 
are used to plot a cell survival curve.  Another parameter that can be determined is the LD50.  This 
is a measure of the average lethal dose or the dose of radiation that kills 50% of the population of 
cells.  This can be read off of the cell survival curve. Cell survival curves are useful for studying the 
effects of radiation on different kinds of cells, different types of radiation on one kind of cell, 
radiosensitivity, linear energy transfer, and many other parameters. Many of these will be explored 
in the lecture component of this course.  
 
For this exercise we will be using two strains of the common yeast Saccharomyces cereviseae, the 
diploid strain A23-1 and the haploid strain α (some groups may be given a different haploid strain). 
These strains are maintained on agar growth media containing specific sugars, amino acids and 
other nutrients necessary for their survival.  A small amount of the yeast is taken from the agar 
surface with the broad tip of a toothpick and placed in a 25 ml tube of distilled water.  This is 
shaken vigorously with a vortex shaker in order to disperse the cells.   
 
Experimental Procedure: Effects of γ-Radiation on Cell Survival  
For this exercise, cells will be irradiated with the 400 Ci 137Cs 
irradiator as shown in Table 1 and then plated on a 60mm culture 
dish.  For this size culture dish we would like to seed with about 100 
cells.  In order to achieve that, we need to know how many cells/ml in 
the stock culture tube.   
 
1.  Place a coverslip on the hemacytometer so that the grooves at 
either end are accessible.  Set the slide on the microscope and focus 
on the grid lines with the 4X objective.  Mix your stock culture tube 
and quickly add 10µl of the cells to the open groove on one side of the hemacytometer.   
 
2.  Count the cells in 1 of the large corner squares.  Each square is 1mm2, and the height is 
0.1mm.  Since 1 ml = 1000 cubic mm = 1000 µl , we can use the following equation: 
 
Cells per ml = average number of cells counted per mm2 X 10,000   
 
α cells counted     _____________.    α cells/ml? ____________ 
A23 cells counted _____________.    A23 cells/ml?  ____________ 
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3.  For this experiment, it will be best if the cell count is approximately 2000 cells/ml or 2 cells/Pl, 
that way we will have sufficient volume to add to the culture dish to increase accuracy (i.e. we 
would like to add 50 Pl of cell suspension to each culture dish). 
 
4.   Dilute your cells to 2 cells/Pl using C1V1= C2V2   For example if you have 540 cells/Pl then: 

540 cells/Pl x  V1  = 2cells/Pl x 1000Pl   
V1 = 3.7Pl of cells into 1000Pl of water.  

 
5.  Label 7 plates on the bottom with grays (Gy) of exposure and strain.   
 
6.  Prepare two separate microfuge tubes with 1000Pl of diluted yeast.  Remove 50Pl for the zero 
dose plate, close the cap and place the tube in the irradiator.  At each time point indicated in Table 
1, shake the tube a few times, remove a 50Pl aliquot of cells, spread them on the correct plate with 
the spreader, and return the microfuge tube to the irradiator.  Exposure = 240 rad/min. 
 
7.  When all the plates are prepared put them in the 30q C incubator.  The instructor will remove 
them after 3 days of incubation and store them in the refrigerator until the next lab period. 
 
8. Count the number of surviving colonies in each dish by placing a dot on each colony—on the 
bottom of the culture dish – with a permanent marker.  Record colony count data in Table 1.  Use 
Microsoft Excel to make 2 graphs of the data, one for A 23-1 and one for D.  Incorporate the 
graphs in your lab report.  
 
Table 1.  Cell survival after exposure to gamma radiation.  A 23-1 and D strains of yeast 
exposed to gamma radiation from a 400 Ci 137Cs Irradiator (240rad/min). 

  
Dose (Gy) 

Number of Surviving 
Colonies 

% Survival 

Time (min) A23-1 D A23-1 D 
0    100 100 

10      
20      
30      
40      
50      
60      
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EFFECTS OF ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION ON CELLS 
 

     Conjugated rings like pyrimidines and purines found in DNA and other nucleic acids absorb 
ultraviolet light in the 254 – 260 nm range.  Proteins also absorb ultraviolet light, but in the 280 nm 
range.  When UV light is tested for its mutagenic effect on cells, the most mutations occur at 254 - 
260 nm, suggesting that absorption by nucleic acids is responsible for adverse genetic effects on 
cells including cell death.  Ultraviolet light causes thymidines to crosslink, causing thymidine dimers 
which interfere with DNA replication.   
 
     For this exercise we will be using two strains of the common yeast Saccharomyces cereviseae, 
the diploid strain A23-1 and the haploid strain D (some groups may be given a different haploid 
strain).  These strains are maintained on agar growth media containing specific sugars, amino 
acids and other nutrients necessary for their survival.  A small amount of the yeast is taken from 
the agar surface with the broad tip of a toothpick and placed in a 25 ml tube of distilled water.  This 
is shaken vigorously with a vortex shaker in order to disperse the cells.  Each group will receive a 
tube of cells prepared in this manner. 
 
Experimental Procedure: Effects of UV Light on Cell Survival 
     For this exercise, cells will be spread on the surface of solid agar in 60 mm culture dishes; then 
treated with UV light inside a UV Light Box according to the schedule in Table 1.  For this size 
culture dish we would like to plate with about 100 cells.  In order to achieve that, we need to know 
how many cells/ml in the stock culture tube.  Use the following guidelines: 
 
1.  Place the special coverslip on the hemacytometer so that the grooves at either end are 
accessible.  Set the slide on the microscope and focus on the grid lines with the 4X objective.  Mix 
your stock culture tube and quickly add 10Pl of the cell suspension to the open groove on one side 
of the hemacytometer.  The cells will spread by capillary action.  
 
Count the cells in 1 of the large corner squares.  Each square is 1mm2, and the height is 0.1mm.  
Since 1 ml = 1000 cubic mm = 1000 Pl , we can use the following equation: 
 
D cells counted ____________ 
A23 cells counted ____________ 
 
Number of cells per ml = average number of cells counted per mm2 X 10,000   
 
D cells/ml      _____________.     
A23 cells/ml  _____________.     
 
3.  For this experiment, it will be best if the cell count is approximately 2000 cells/ml or 2 cells/Pl, 
that way we will have sufficient volume to add to the culture dish to increase accuracy (i.e. we 
would like to add 50 Pl of cell suspension to each culture dish). 
 
4.   Dilute your cells to 2 cells/Pl using C1V1= C2V2   For example if you have 540 cells/Pl then: 

540 cells/Pl x  V1  = 2cells/Pl x 1000Pl   
V1 = 3.7Pl of cells into 1000Pl of water.  

 
This will be the amount that you add to each culture dish. 
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5.  Label 8 YPD plates according to the schedule in Table 1.  Label each on the bottom with 
minutes of exposure and strain.  Add 50Pl of yeast cell culture calculated in #4 above to the center 
of each plate (be sure to mix just before just before pipetting the cells).   Use the Cell 
Spreader to lightly spread the cell culture evenly over the surface of the agar being careful not to 
puncture the agar.  Replace the lids and store the culture dishes upright for now. 
 
6.  Turn on the light located at the top of the UV Light Box (Short Wave UV, 254 nm).  Let the light 
warm up for five minutes.  CAUTION: DO NOT LOOK DIRECTLY INTO THE LIGHT.  UV LIGHT 
CAN CAUSE DAMAGE TO THE RETINA.  Check to see that the light is on by opening the door 
and sliding a piece of paper into the box.  The culture dishes can be treated two at a time.  The 
plastic lid on the culture dish blocks UV light.  Remove the lids from two dishes (1 A23-l and 1 D) 
and place them inside the circle on the bottom of the box.  Try to use the same geometry each 
time.  Place the lids near the dishes inside the box upside down to kill any bacteria that may be on 
them.  Pull out the stop near the top of the box and expose the dishes for the appropriate time, 
slide the stop back in. 
   
Table 1.  Schedule for exposing yeast cultures to UV light and recording cell survival. 

 
Time of UV Exposure (sec.) 

Number of Surviving 
Colonies 

% Survival 

A23-1 D A23-1 D 
0 (Control)   100 100 

20     
40     
60     
90     

120     
150     
180     

 
7.   Place lids on the dishes before removing them from the box.  Immediately wrap each dish with 
aluminum foil to prevent photoactivated DNA repair.  When all the dishes have been exposed put 
them in the 30q C incubator upside down.  The instructor will remove them after 3 days of 
incubation and store them in the refrigerator until the next lab period. 
 
8. Count the number of surviving colonies in each dish by placing a dot on each colony—on the 
bottom of the culture dish – with a permanent marker.  Record colony count data in Table 2.  Use 
Microsoft Excel to make 2 graphs of the data, one for A 23-1 and one for D.  Incorporate the 
graphs in your lab report.  
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EXERCISE 4 
EFFECTS OF GAMMA IRRADIATION ON NUCLEI AND CHROMOSOMES 

 
BACKGROUND 
Ionizing radiation is capable of 
creating double stranded breaks in 
DNA, which can lead to 
chromosomal aberrations at any 
stage of the cell cycle with varying 
degrees of success. The cell is 
most sensitive to such effects 
while in the G2 and M parts of the 
cell cycle. Cells exposed to 
radiation will arrest in G2 so that 
DNA damage can be repaired, 
however, if the radiation exposure 
continues more damage will occur 
in this stage.  The M stage is more 
sensitive to radiation because the DNA is more compacted and probably presents a better target 
for the radiation. 
 
Geneticists are principally concerned with fragmentation of germ cell (sperm and egg cells) 
chromosomes and their unequal distribution between daughter cells. Such altered genetic 
material may then be perpetuated in subsequent divisions and thus produce a heritable change. 
Usually as the dose delivered to the organism increases, the number of observable aberrations 
will also increase.  Rapidly dividing cells show the least resistance to ionizing radiation. So, in this 
experiment, you will use two sources of rapidly dividing cells to observe both the effects of 
ionizing radiation of the chromosomes and on the nuclei as a whole.  
 
Since chromosomes are only visible during the phases of mitosis, we will provide you with 
prepared slides of onion root tips (Allium cepa) that have been stained to show the nuclear 
material. Like all land plants, the root tips are a region that is highly enriched in stem cells, which 
are dividing rapidly at all times. Also, since they are easy to observe (being colorless) and grow in 
large numbers, they are a common tissue for these kinds of studies. You will receive both control 
and Gamma �Ȗ��irradiated slides and will use a microscope to document any changes in the 
appearance of chromosomes following exposure. 
 
To see changes at the nuclear level, we will be using CHSE-214 cells, which are a cultured 
line of cells from Chinook salmon embryos (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha). We’re using these 
cells because, unlike most human cell lines, they grow well at 21° and don’t require 
supplementary CO2. These embryonic cells are mostly undifferentiated, but do show a general 
epithelial morphology. With respect to their general growth and other behaviors, they will be a 
good model for any animal cells in culture or in the body. Unlike the onion cells, these cells are 
still alive, and you will need to fix and stain these cells to observe any morphological changes 
to the nucleus following various doses of gamma �Ȗ��irradiation. 
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WEEK 1:  Exposure of DNA and cells to gamma radiation. 
 
Experimental Procedure: Exposing lambda DNA to gamma radiation. 
 
In this exercise you will treat DNA with radiation and then assess the possible damage by 
using gel electrophoresis.  Let us assume that radiation causes breaks in the DNA strand.  
Then if we place the irradiated DNA on a porous medium (agarose) and apply an electrical 
charge, the fragments of DNA will move and separate.  The larger fragments should move less 
than the smaller ones.  %DFWHULRSKDJH�ODPEGD��Ȝ��'1$�LV�XVHG�LQ�WKLV�H[SHULPHQW (40ng/Pl in 
TAE buffer).  It is linear and double stranded and has 48,502 base pairs( 48.5 KB, kilobases). 
 

Table 1. Schedule for exposure of DNA to J radiation (2.4 Gy/min.). 
Treatment Time (Hrs) Amount Radiation (Grays) 

0 (control)  
6  
12  
18  
24  
30  
50  

 
Since the treatment times are so long, the instructor will irradiate the samples and store them 
on ice until class time.  The control is stored at room temperature until the last sample is 
removed from irradiator. 
 
Prepare the electrophoresis apparatus as follows: 
 

1. Check waterbath to see that your agarose media is melted.  Agarose was made up as 
an 0.8% solution in TAE buffer (Tris-Acetate-EDTA). 

 
2. Place the end gates in the slots on both ends of the gel casting tray.  Make sure the tray 

is level.  Pour the agarose into the casting tray to a depth of about 4 – 5 mm.  Place an 
8- tooth comb in the appropriate slots on the casting tray.  Allow about ten minutes for 
the gel to solidify (it becomes translucent).  Remove the comb from the gel. 

 
3. Load 10 Pl of standard (Ȝ�'1$ digested with HindIII) into lane 1.  HindIII is a restriction 

endonuclease that cuts the DNA strand only in certain sequences such that predictable 
size fragments of DNA are produced.  These fragments are of known size in kilobases 
and thus when electrophoresed set up signposts to gauge the size of DNA in other 
lanes. 

 
4. Obtain a new pipette tip and place one 2 Pl spot of 6X dye (not the standards!) on a 

small sheet of parafilm for each sample, 7 spots.  Mix 10 Pl of sample plus 2 Pl dye in 
pipette tip on parafilm, then load into the lanes as shown in Table 2 starting with Lane 
2.  Use a new pipette tip for each sample.  Samples are labeled C, 6, 12, 18, 24, 30, 50 
hrs. 
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Table 2.  Loading schedule for electrophoresis wells. 
Lane 1 Lane 2  Lane 3 Lane 4 Lane 5  Lane 6  Lane 7 Lane 8 
Standard control       

 
5. Place the gel into the electrophoresis chamber with the wells toward the negative 

electrode (black). 
 
6. Pour TAE buffer carefully over the gel so that the buffer just covers the gel. 

 
7. Place the lid on the electrophoresis chamber and connect the leads to the power 

supply.  Turn on the power source and set the voltage at 120 V.  Electrophorese until 
the blue dye migrates about 2/3 of the way to the end of the gel.  This should take about 
30 minutes.  CAUTION:  HIGH VOLTAGE! Do not touch apparatus or wires while 
the power is turned on. 

 
8. When the electrophoresis is complete, turn the voltage down to the lowest level and 

switch the power source off.  Remove the lid so the gel can be removed. 
 

9.  The 6X dye you mixed with your samples contains the stain SYBR green which will 
fluorescently label your DNA.  

 
10. Using the camera in room 318, take a digital picture of the gel for your group to be used 

as a figure in your lab report. 
 

11. When finished, clean up your area and dispose of the gel in the plastic container 
provided. 

 
 

Figure 1.  Agarose gel 
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Experimental Procedure: Fixing and Staining CHSE-214 cells 
 
We have seeded the CHSE-214 cells onto coverslips, and allowed them to grow on the 
surface for a few days. Once they had multiplied, we then exposed the coverslips to gamma 
radiation from the 137Cs irradiator for various times and at various doses. Each group will 
receive either a control coverslip (no irradiation) or a coverslip that was exposed to a particular 
dose of gamma radiation (we will tell you your group’s dose in lab, write it in the space below). 
 
Dose for your group: ____________________ 
 
You will get 1 plate (control or treatment) that you will perform the following steps on for both. 
Remember that the cells are currently growing on the TOP side of the coverslip (facing 
you), so don’t invert them or you’ll end-up mounting the cells upside down in step 10 
 

1. Pipette out the culture media from the plate and dispose of it into the waste container. 
2. Add ~ 3 mL of PBS (Phosphate Buffered Saline) to wash the cells briefly, don’t let the 

cells sit in the PBS for longer than a few minutes. 
WEARING GLOVES: Obtain a tube of 4% paraformaldehyde fixative and carefully bring 
it to your bench before the coverslips dry out. Take care to not spill or expose anyone 
to the fixative since it is toxic and potentially carcinogenic. 

3. Pipette off the PBS to the waste container and then immediately add ���ȝO of the fixative 
onto the coverslips to thoroughly coat the surface. You just need enough to keep the 
surface wet for the whole incubation. Fix to 15 minutes. 

4. At the end of 15 minutes, remove the fixative and place it in the waste disposal in the 
hood. 

5. Add ~3-5 mL of PEMK+Triton X-100 solution to the plate and incubate for 2 minutes 
(this will permeabilized the cells). 

6. Remove the PEMK+Triton X-100 solution to the waste container, and replace with 3-5 
mL of PBS to wash the cells. 

FROM THIS STEP FORWARD, WORK IN SUBDUED LIGHT OR DARK 
7. Remove the PBS to the waste container and then move the plate to a dark place, and 

add ~75 µL of the DAPI stain solution. Keep the plate in the dark for ~15 minutes. 
8. At the end of incubation, while still working in subdued light, add 3-5 mL of PBS to the 

plate and wash the coverslips for 3-5 minutes. Remove the PBS to the waste container. 
9. Repeat step 8 two more times for a total of 3 washes. 
10.  Label a glass slide with your group name and the treatment on one side. Place a small 

drop of mounting media onto the surface and then carefully lift the coverslip from the 
dish and invert it so that the cells are immersed into the mounting media. 

11.  Dab off any excess mounting media with filter paper, then use nail polish to seal the 
edges of the coverslip. This will likely take 2 coats, allowing some time to dry in 
between. 

12.  Place your slides in the provided box, and we will store them at 4° for you until next 
week. 
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WEEK 2: 
 
Experimental Procedure: Observing the Onion Root tips for chromosomal aberrations 
 
Use the microscope in the lab to view the 2 prepared slides of irradiated and normal onion root 
tips provided in the slide box. The longitudinal section provides a view of how the cells are 
configured normally.  The colchicine treated slide should show many cells in mitosis. Carefully 
scan the slides using the low power objective.  Locate cells that had been in the process of 
mitosis. Be sure this area is in focus and switch to high power and look for chromosome 
fragments, breaks, short chromosome pieces, and possible rings, dicentrics, bridges, etc.  
Compare irradiated root tips to controls.  
 
Take pictures of the chromosomes and nuclei from both the control and the irradiated 
slides for your lab report. 
 
 
 
Experimental Procedure: Observing the DAPI-stained nuclei for aberrations 
 
To observe the DAPI-stained nuclei, we will require a fluorescence microscope. We have 2 
research-grade scopes in the Imaging Center, so we will go there 2 groups at a time to image 
the cells. For the sake of space, only 2 groups will be able to fit at one time, so we will split the 
class into 2 60-minute slots. When not in the imaging center, your group can use the time to 
image the onion roots on the scopes down in the Radiation center, or to prepare your lab 
report. 
 
The dye DAPI (4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole) is a chemical that binds to DNA by intercalating 
between the bases of double-stranded DNA. It is also a fluorophore that absorbs UV and violet 
light, and then fluoresces blue light. So, using a fluorescence microscope, we can use an 
excitation filter set to expose the samples to violet light, and then place an emission filter 
between the sample and the eye piece to only allow observation of blue fluorescence. The 
microscopes are each equipped with a digital camera that you can use to capture images of 
what you observe. Bring along a USB drive to download your images at the end of the lab 
(the computers in the Imaging Center are not networked). 
 

1. You will receive a brief training on the use and care of the fluorescence microscopes 
and how to observe cells and collect images. These scopes cost more than your house, 
so pay attention and follow all the rules. 

2. Start with the control cells. Use only the blue or “DAPI” filter sets. Open the light shutter, 
and then use low-power objectives (10x or 20x) to identify the field of cells (they will be 
mostly blue dots).  

3. You can then go up to the 40x objective for a closer look. If you want to use a higher 
power objective, check with your instructor on how to use the oil immersion lenses. Try 
to document the “normal” appearance of the nuclei by observing and capturing images 
of 5-10 cells. 
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4. Step-back to a lower power objective, and then change the slide to the cells that were 
irradiated. Again, using the lower power objective, identify the field of cells. 

5. Using the same objective that you used for the control cells, try to document any 
changes you see in the morphology of the nuclei. Again, try to image at least 5-10 cells, 
and don’t just look for the “weirdest” cells. 
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Figure 2. pNPP cleavage. 

EXERCISE 5 
())(&7�2)�Ȗ�5$',$7,21�21�(1=<0(�$&7,9,7< 

 
High energy radiation has been shown to alter chemical 
structure, and enzyme activity is directly related to the 
3-dimensional "shape" of the enzyme molecule. One 
could predict that the greater the radiation exposure the 
less active the enzyme.  In this exercise increasing 
DPRXQWV�RI�Ȗ�UDGLDWLRQ�IURP�D�137Cs source will be given 
to the enzyme alkaline phosphatase (AP). Then the 
enzyme's activity will be followed. Phosphatase 
enzymes cleave phosphates off of molecules. Alkaline 
phosphatase of Escherichia coli (a homodimeric protein 
found in the periplasmic space) contains two 
intramolecular disulfide bonds (Cys-168-Cys-178 and 
Cys-286-Cys-336) that are formed after export to the 
periplasmic space.  The active site contains Ser-102, 
which removes the phosphate from another molecule 
during the enzymatic reaction (Fig. 1).  Water then 
attacks, releasing the phosphate from the enzyme so it 
can catalyze another reaction.  In this experiment we 
will use a small dye called para-nitrophenylphosphate 
as a substrate for AP.   
 
Protein Phosphatase Assay: pNPP has apparent Km 
values for phosphatases in the range of 0.5 -10 mM (2-
5).  The pNPP phosphatase activity is assayed in a 
UHDFWLRQ�PL[WXUH�����ȝO��FRQWDLQLQJ����P0�pNPP. The 
reaction is initiated by addition of substrate and 
quenched after 5 minutes by addition of 50Pl of 1 N 
NaOH. The amount of product, p-nitrophenol (Fig. 2), is 
determined by reading the absorbance (A) at 405 nm 
and using a molar extinction coefficient (E) of 18,000 M-

1 cm-1 (1, 3).  One unit of the protein phosphatase 
activity is defined as the amount of enzyme that 
hydrolyzes 1 nanomole of pNPP in one minute at 30°C 
LQ�D�WRWDO�UHDFWLRQ�YROXPH�RI����ȝO�  A = Ecl (c = units, l = 
1cm) 
 
 
1. Enzyme Exposure: The instructor earlier exposed aliquots of enzyme (1U/Pl) to 240R/min of 

radiation for 0, 1, 2, 3 or 4 hours.  You will do 30 minute exposures to fill in the other time 
points in Table 1 below.  Figure out which samples you will irradiate to get the appropriate 
total exposure times.   

 
Once the samples are irradiated, put 5U of AP into each well (duplicates for each time point).  
Bring the volume up to 25Pl with AP buffer. 

  

Figure 1. AP mechanism. 
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7DEOH����S133�FOHDYDJH�E\�DONDOLQH�SKRVSKDWDVH�DV�D�UHVXOW�RI�Ȗ-exposure from 137Cs. 
Exposure 
Time (min) 

Exposure 
(Rads) 

A405 nm 

Well 1 
A405 nm 

Well 2 
A405 nm 

Average 
Units of AP 

0 0.0 Rads     

30      

60      

90      

120      

150      

180      

210      

240      
 
 
2. Enzyme Standard Curve: While the enzymes are being irradiated, generate a standard 
curve adding 2-10 U of AP to duplicate wells in a microtiter plate.  Recall that the stock enzyme 
is 1U/Pl.  The total reaction volume in each well will be 25Pl and run each standard in duplicate.  
Calculate how much enzyme to add to each well and make all of your dilutions in AP buffer 
(100mM Tris, 100mM NaCl, 5mM MgCl2, pH 9.5).   
 
3.  Add Substrate:   Start both the samples and standard curve at the same time. To start the 
reaction, use a multichannel pipeter to add 100Pl of pNPP substrate to each well.  After 5 
minutes add 100Pl of 1N NaOH to the wells and read the plate at 405 nm.  I will let you figure out 
how to generate your own standard curve, you can check your calculations with me if you’d like.  
Table 2 is for planning purposes, you may not need all of the columns. 
 

Table 2:  Space for you to create a standard curve of AP activity. 
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Exercise(6(
WORKING(WITH(OPEN(SOURCES(OF(RADIATION(AND(LIQUID(SCINTILLATION(COUNTING((
!
OPEN!SOURCES!OF!RADIOACTIVITY!–!SAFETY!PROCEDURES!

• Leave(notebooks(in(the(other(lab,(and(just(bring(one(set(of(lab(instructions(per(groups(
(clipboards(are(available(to(hold(these(if(you’d(like).(

• All(workers(must!wear!lab!coats,!gloves!and!safety!glasses.(
• Remove!gloves!and!lab!coat!when!leaving!the!room.((
• Place!any!potentially!contaminated!waste!into!a!labeled!waste!container.(
• Wash(hands(and(“frisk”(each(other(with(the(GTM(counter,(especially(hands(and(feet.(
• Radioactive(waste(disposal(–(all(stored(for(10(half(lives(to(decay(

o Concentrated(liquids(in(waste(bottle(
o Dilute(liquids(down(radioactive(sink(
o Dry(waste(in(bin(with(appropriate(isotope(label(

(
Accurately(measuring(liquid(sources(of(radiation(is(essential(in(determining(the(amount(of(
radioactivity(in(a(sample,(creating(a(standard,(and(administering(a(dose.((In(this(lab(we(will(use(
micropipeters(to(draw(up(and(dispense(radioactivity.((In(the(clinic(you(may(also(use(syringes(and(
needles.((Regardless(of(the(instrument(being(used(accuracy(and(reproducibility(are(equally(
important(in(laboratory(and(clinical(settings.(
(
To(become(familiar(with(the(micropipeters(you(will(each(create(a(curve(following(the(table(below.((
We(will(count(the(samples(in(the(liquid(scintillation(counter(as(described.((We(will(then(plot(your(
data(and(your(grade(will(be(the(r2(value(for(the(line.((i.e.(if(you(have(an(r2(of(0.95((a(very(good(fit)(
you(will(get(10(points.((If(your(r2(value(is(0.6(you(will(only(get(6(points.(
(
We(have(three(types(of(micropipters(0.5T10μl,(10T100μl(and(100T1000μl.((The(volumes(are(read(in(
the(window(on(the(side,(the(line(separating(the(numbers(is(the(decimal(point.((The(collar(at(the(top(
of(the(pipeter(is(used(to(adjust(the(volume.((After(placing(on(the(correct(sized(tip,(press(down(with(
your(thumb(until(you(feel(resistance.((Then(put(the(tip(into(the(solution(you(wish(to(measure(and(
slowly(let(up(your(thumb(to(draw(up(the(liquid.((To(dispense,(push(down(until(you(feel(resistance,(
you(can(then(push(a(little(further(to(expel(any(drops(remaining.((
(
For(each(sample,(pipet(the(indicated(volume(into(a(separate(scintillation(vial(containing(5(mls(of(
scintillation(fluid.((Label(the(tops(of(each(tube(with(your(initials(and(the(volume(added(
(
Volume(added((0.1μCi/ml)( μCi(added( Calculated(DPM(
4(μl( ( (
8(μl(( ( (
16(μl( ( (
32(μl( ( (
64(μl( ( (
128(μl( ( (
(
( (
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(
( (

Liquid(scintillation((LS)(counting(depends(on(the(
interaction(between(a(radioactive(sample(and(the(
surrounding(liquid(medium(within(the(sample(vial.(The(liquid(
medium(is(called(the(“Liquid(Scintillation(Fluid”(or(“Cocktail”.(
LS(cocktails(contain(organic(molecules((fluors)(which(when(
excited(emit(light(upon(deTexcitation.((Cocktails(can(be(made(
by(dissolving(PPO((2,5Tdiphenyloxazole)(and(POPOP([1,4TBisT
2T(5TPhenyloxazole)TBenzene](in(organic(solvents.((When(
solvent(molecules(and(fluors(are(excited,(certain(electrons(
are(raised(to(a(higher(energy(state;(this("excited"(state(will(
remain(only(a(short(time(T(in(the(nanosecond(range.(Then(the(
excited(electrons(will(return(to(their(ground(state.(Energy(given(off(during(the(return(to(ground(
"0"(will(cause(the(fluors(to(emit(light(which(is(then(detected(by(the(photomultiplier(tube((found(in(
the(LS(counting(chamber).(((
(

Radioactive(particles(interact(
with(the(scintillation(fluids(in(ways(
that(produce(a(pulse(of(photons(that(
is(proportional(to(energy(of(the(
particle.(Higher(energy(particles(
produce(more(light(in(short(pulses,(
while(low(energy(particles(produce(
less(light.((

However,(βTemitting(sources(
actually(release(particles(with(a(
range(of(energies(with(a(peak(near(
the(maximum.(This(is(why(the(pulse(
heights(will(generally(produce(a(
spectrum(of(pulse(heights.((
(

To(differentiate(between(particles(from(different(sources,(we(can(set(the(LSC(to(bin(the(
counts(into(particular(“channels”(of(pulse(height(that(allow(us(to(count(only(the(low(energy(3H(β(
particles((Channel(A,(0T18.7(keV),(or(to(count(just(the(higher(energy(βTparticles(emitted(by(14C(
(Channel(B,(18.6T156(keV),(or(to(count(all(the(particles(in(high(energy(sources(like(32P((Channel(C).(
Remember(that(because(of(the(spectrum(of(energies,(we(will(always(find(some(counts(for(highT
energy(sources(in(lowerTenergy(windows.(

Isotope( Emax(keV(
3H( 18(
14C( 155(
35S( 167(
32P( 1700(
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Because(the(counting(ability(of(the(LSC(is(dependent(on(detecting(light(emitted(by(the(
fluors,(if(there(are(colored(compounds(or(chemicals(in(the(sample(that(absorb(the(light,(we(will(
miss(some(counts.(This(absorption(of(light(is(called(quenching,(and(is(a(disadvantage(of(LSC.(

(

(
( LSC(detectors(use(an(internal(source((e.g.,(137Cs,(133Ba(or(152Eu)(to(deliver(γ(particles(into(
the(scintillation(fluid(for(a(defined(time,(and(then(detects(the(light(pulses.(By(comparing(the(pulse(
spectrum(produced(from(the(burst(of(137Cs(γ(particles(into(the(scintillation(vial(to(a(known,(
unquenched(137Cs(spectrum,(the(LSC(computer(can(determine(the(extent(of(quenching(produced(
by(substances(in(the(sample.(

In(the(LSC(that(we(have,(this(quenching(
is(represented(by(tSIE((transformed(Spectral(
Index(of(External(standard)(which(is(calculated(
by(the(instrument(using(Reverse(Spectrum(
Transform((it(requires(complicated(math,(so(
we’ll(let(the(computer(do(this).(As(we’ll(see,(this(
tSIE(is(proportional(to(the(counting(efficiency,(
and(allows(us(to(calculate(an(essential(
correction(factor(for(the(LSC((just(as(geometry(
and(resolving(time/dead(time(were(essential(
corrections(for(the(GTM(counters(earlier(in(the(
semester!).(

((In(this(laboratory(exercise,(each(of(the(
lab(groups(will(have(a(particular(kind(of(
experiment(that(will(help(us(to(better(
understand(the(advantages(and(disadvantaged(of(LSC(compared(to(GM(counting.(
( (
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Generation!of!a!Quench!Curve!to!determine!the!relationship!between!counts!and!tSIE:!
!
( By(intentionally(adding(chemicals(that(will(cause(quenching(to(a(vial(containing(a(known(
amount(of(isotope,(we(can(produce(a(plot(that(provides(a(mathematical(relationship(between(tSIE(
and(counting(efficiency((cpm/dpm).(This(is(called(a(Quench!Curve.(
(

As(we(have(done(earlier(in(the(semester,(to(calculate(the(efficiency,(take(the(number(of(
counts(produced(in(each(sample(and(divide(by(the(known(dpm(added(to(the(vial((calculated(by(the(
nCi(added(to(the(vial).(You(can(prepare(a(quench(curve(by(plotting(tSIE(on(the(XTaxis(and(efficiency(
on(the(YTaxis.((
(
For(example,(this(is(a(Quench(curve(for(14C((which(you(can(use(for(next(week’s(lab;(we’ll(produce(
the(quench(curves(for(32P(and(3H(today):(

(
(

When(you(later(use(an(unknown(sample(containing(14C,(the(LSC(results(will(give(you(a(CPM(
and(a(tSIE(value(for(each(of(your(samples.(Using(the(equations(derived(from(the(14C(quench(curve,(
you(can(then(adjust(the(CPM(results(to(account(for(quenching((similar(to(the(resolving(time/dead(
time(and(geometry(corrections(needed(for(GTM(counting).((
(
For(example,(if(you(used(the(LSC(to(count(a(14CTcontaining(sample,(and(received(a(result(of(1000(
cpm(and(a(tSIE(of(400.(You(can(either(use(the(curve(to(see(that(a(tSIE(of(400(corresponds(to(an(
efficiency(of(~95%((not(very(accurate),(or(use(the(equation,(plugging(in(400(for(x,(and(solving(the(
equation(for(y.(In(this(case,(y(=(92.3%.(
(
Since(Efficiency(=(cpm/dpm,((92.3%(=(1000(cpm(/(?(dpm.(With(a(little(algebra,(this(gives(you(a(
quenchOcorrected!count(of(1083(dpm.(
(

Please(remember(that(this(procedure(with(unknown(samples(produces(only(a(quenchO
corrected!count,(which(is(trying(to(fix(loss(of(counts(due(to(solvent(contaminations.(There(may(
still(be(machineTrelated(issues(that(would(make(this(result(different(from(the(“true”(number(of(
counts.(So,(to(calculate(the(machineTefficiency,(you(would(use(the(following(equation:(

(
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( ( ( ( ( ( (((QuenchTcorrected(count(
( ( True(Count(Efficiency(=(
( ( ( ( ( ( Known(activity(added((dpm)(
(
This(isn’t(normally(a(concern,(since(LSC(is(pretty(good(for(most(isotopes,(but(it(is(mentioned(to(
make(clear(that(there(are(different(kinds(of(“efficiency”(that(you(need(to(be(aware(of.(

In(today’s(experiments,(different(groups(will(be(investigating(different(aspects(of(quenching(
and(examining(the(advantages(and(disadvantages(of(LSC(counting(over(using(a(GM(counter.(We(
will(collect(the(data(necessary(for(you(to(produce(a(quench(curve(for(32P(and(3H,(which(you(can(use(
later(in(the(semester(for(some(of(your(other(experiments.(
(
EXPERIMENTAL!PROCEDURE!FOR!GROUPS!1!and!2:!

(
1.((We(will(use(a(commercial(scintillation(cocktail(called(Biosafe(II.(Which(you(should(still(take(care(
with,(since(“safe”(is(a(relative(term.(

(
2.((Solutions(of((3HTlabeled(proline((an(amino(acid),(14CTlabeled(myristic(acid((a(fatty(acid),(and(32PT
labeled(phosphate(were(each(prepared(in(80(ml(of(Biosafe(II(which(can(now(be(found(in(the(
hood.(The(activity(of(these(stocks((e.g.,(nCi/mL)(will(be(given(to(you(in(lab.(Each(group(will(get(
one(of(the(isotopes.(

(
( Record(which(isotope(you(were(assigned:(__________(activity:(_______________(
(
3.(Carefully(pipet(10(ml(of(your(assigned(isotope(into(a(small(beaker,(then(add(40(ml(of(BIOSAFE(II.(
Mix(gently,(but(try(not(to(splash(any(of(the(liquid.(

(
4.(Add(5(ml(of(diluted(isotope((from(step(3)(to(each(of(8(scintillation(vials.(
(
Based(on(the(dilutions(above,(each(vial(has(________(nCi((((((((((((((((((DPM)(of(3H,(14C(or(32P.(

(
5.((Add(increasing(amounts(of(nitromethane((NM)(to(the(vials(as(shown(in(Table(1.(After(the(
quenching(agent(has(been(added,(place(the(vial(in(the(rack(indicated(by(your(instructor.(Once(all(
the(racks(are(full,(we(will(place(them(in(the(LSC(and(run(them.(This(can(take(some(time(to(get(all(
the(vials(counted,(so(be(patient.(In(Table(1((next(page),(record(CPM(and(tSIE(values(you(received(
from(the(LSC(for(each(sample.((((

(
Table!1.!Nitromethane!quench!curve!for!______.!

Vial(
#(

Nitro(
Methane(

DPM(
added(

CPMA(
CPM(

CPMB(
CPM(

CPMC(
CPM(

Efficiency(
(cpm/dpm)(

(
tSIE(

1( 0.0( ( ( ( ( ( (
2( 2(μl( ( ( ( ( ( (
3( 5(μl( ( ( ( ( ( (
4( 10(μl( ( ( ( ( ( (
5( 25(μl( ( ( ( ( ( (
6( 50(μl( ( ( ( ( ( (
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7( 75(μl( ( ( ( ( ( (
8( 100(μl( ( ( ( ( ( (

(
6.(For(this(exercise,(use(the(known(DPM((from(step(4)(and(the(CPM(values(from(the(LSC((step(5)(to(
calculate(Efficiency.(

(
7.(Plot(tSIE((as(x)(vs.(Efficiency((as(y)(on(a(Scatter(plot(to(produce(the(Quench(Curve(for(your(
isotope.(Use(a(logarithmic(regression(to(fit(your(data((NOT!linear!!),(and(show(that(equation(on(
the(graph.(

(
8.(We(will(use(the(quench(curves(produced(this(week(to(correct(the(results(you(will(collect(next(
week,(so(be(sure(to(save(the(quench(curves(you(created.(Later(in(the(semester((and,(potentially,(
in(your(career)(we(will(let(the(LSC(computer(do(this(for(us(automatically.(But,(it(is(important(to(
be(aware(of(the(kinds(of(corrections(that(are(being(done(in(your(instrument,(so(that(you(are(
aware(of(the(limitations(and(understand(the(level(of(confidence(you(should(have(in(samples(
with(low(tSIE(values.(

(
EXPERIMENTAL!PROCEDURE!FOR!GROUPS!3!AND!4:!

Part!1:!

1.((Solutions(of((3HTlabeled(proline((an(amino(acid),(14CTlabeled(myristic(acid((a(fatty(acid),(and(32PT
labeled(phosphate(were(each(prepared(in(80(ml(of(Biosafe(II(which(can(now(be(found(in(the(
hood.(The(activity(of(these(stocks((e.g.,(nCi/mL)(will(be(given(to(you(in(lab.(Each(group(will(get(
one(of(the(isotopes.(

(
( Record(which(isotope(you(were(assigned:(__________(activity:(_______________(
(
2.(Carefully(pipet(1(ml(of(your(assigned(isotope(into(a(small(beaker,(then(add(12(ml(of(BIOSAFE(II.(
Mix(gently,(but(try(not(to(splash(any(of(the(liquid.(

(
3.(Add(5(ml(of(diluted(isotope((from(step(2)(to(each(of(2(labeled(scintillation(vials.(
(
Based(on(the(dilutions(above,(each(vial(has(________(nCi((((((((((((((((((DPM)(of(3H,(14C(or(32P.(
(

4.((Place(the(vials(in(the(rack(indicated(by(your(instructor.(Once(all(the(racks(are(full,(we(will(place(
them(in(the(LSC(and(run(them.(This(can(take(some(time(to(get(all(the(vials(counted,(so(be(
patient.(

(
5.(Once(your(results(are(back,(write(in(the(values(from(the(known(DPM(added,(the(CPM(results(
from(the(LSC,(and(the(tSIE(results(from(the(LSC.(Then,(calculate(the(efficiency(of(the(LSC(four(
counting(the(isotope(you(were(assigned.(

(
Table!2:!Bulk!LSC!counts!of!___________!from!diluted!samples(
Vial(
#(

DPM(
added(

CPMA(
CPM(

CPMB(
CPM(

CPMC(
CPM(

(
tSIE(

Efficiency(
(cpm/dpm)(

1( ( ( ( ( ( (
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2( ( ( ( ( ( (
(
Part!2:!
6.(Take(a(pair(of(brass(planchets((disks(with(foldedTup(edges),(and(cut(a(round(piece(of(filter(paper(
that(will(fit(tightly(into(the(bottom(of(each(planchet.(

(
7.(In(the(hoods,(pipet(100(µL(of(the(diluted(isotope((from(step(2)(onto(each(of(the(two(planchets.(
Spread(the(liquid(around(the(paper(evenly,(and(allow(the(liquid(to(completely(dry((using(the(
heat(lamps(can(speed(the(process).(

(
Based(on(the(dilutions(above,(each(planchet(has(________(nCi((((((((((((((((((DPM)(of(3H(or(32P.(

((
8.(Take(a(5(minute(background(count(with(the(white(GM(counters(in(the(wet(lab,(then(calculate(the(
background(CPM.((

(
9.(Take(the(planchet(with(the(dried(isotope(over(to(the(GM(counter,(and(take(a(5(minute(count(of(
each(planchet,(then(determine(the(CPM(for(your(isotope.(We(will(tell(you(the(resolving(time(for(
these(devices(so(that(you(won’t(have(to(do(that(calculation(again.(

(
Resolving(time:(________________________(
(
10.(Write(the(values(for(the(known(DPM(added(to(each(planchet,(the(CPM(results(from(the(GM(
counter,(adjusted(CPM(based(on(background(and(resolving(time,(and(finally(calculate(the(GM(
efficiency(for(your(isotope.(

Table!3:!Bulk!GM!counts!of!____________!from!diluted!samples!
Vial(
#(

DPM(
added(

Bkg(
CPM(

crude(
CPM(

adjusted(
CPM(

Efficiency(
(cpm/dpm)(

1( ( ( ( ( (
2( ( ( ( ( (

ALL!GROUPS:(
(
Report(your(results(to(the(instructor(so(that(your(results(can(be(shared(with(the(other(groups(on(
the(lab(D2L(sites.(You(will(be(given(the(averaged(results(of(all(the(groups,(for(all(3(sections,(for(
all(3(of(the(isotopes.(Use(these(results(to(think(about(the(following(questions,(which(will(help(
you(on(the(Quiz(2(

(
Questions!to!think!about:!
If(you(used(3H,(why(are(the(CPM(values(from(window(B(and(C(so(low?(What(do(you(think(is(causing(

those(counts(in(windows(B(and(C?(
(
If(you(used(32P,(why(are(there(so(many(more(counts(in(Window(C(compared(to(the(other(windows?(

Do(you(think(that(you(should(just(use(the(CPM(from(window(C,(or(should(you(sum(the(counts(
from(all(C(windows?(

(
If(you(were(to(use(14C,(which(window(do(you(expect(to(find(the(majority(of(your(counts.(
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(
Think(about(the(relationship(between(tSIE(and(efficiency.(Is(a(high(tSIE(good(or(bad?(What(does(it(

say(about(your(sample(if(the(tSIE(is(low?((
(
Which(of(the(methods(was(“better”(for(counting(32P?(14C?(3H?(Why?(
(
Which(is(potentially(worse:(Quenching(with(an(LSC(or(Resolving(time(on(a(GM?(Under(what(

conditions(might(one(be(worse(than(the(other?(
(
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EXERCISE 8 
 

KINETICS OF GLUCOSE UPTAKE IN YEAST 
 

One of the more common radiopharmaceuticals used in PET scans is 18F-deoxyglucose.  
This is a relatively unstable isotope (t1/2 = 109 minutes), decaying through positron emission.  
Glucose uptake is higher in metabolically active cells, like brain, liver and tumor cells.  Once 
deoxyglucose enters a cell it is phosphorylated as it enters glycolysis.  This charged phosphate 
prevents the glucose from leaving the cell.  Deoxyglucose cannot go through all of glycolysis, 
thus trapping the radiolabel in the metabolically active cell.  

As 18F-deoxyglucose is very short-lived isotope, in this lab we will use 3H-deoxyglucose 
instead.  We will measure the effects of metabolic activity on the kinetics of deoxyglucose uptake 
in yeast.   
 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE: 

1. Obtain yeast cells kept at room temperature (RT) or at 4°C (in the fridge).  If you are in the 
DNP group, add 100µl of DNP to each tube. 

2. These cells were centrifuged this morning and resuspended in 0.1 mM glucose.     
• 1 ml sample x ___ mM glucose = ____ nmole glucose. 

3. To start the reaction, add 1 µCi of 3H-deoxyglucose and mix well.  The simple and specific 
activities of the source will be provided to you in lab. 

4. Place the yeast at either RT or at 4°C. 
5. Remove a 300 µl aliquot of each yeast sample at the 1’, 20’ and 40’ time points.  The 1’ 

time point will be used to measure glucose stuck to the surface of the yeast non-
specifically. 

 
To process each sample: 

6. Add 1000 µl of PBS to the sample. 
7. Centrifuge for 2 minutes to pellet the yeast.   
8. Remove the supernatant and pipette it into the 3H waste bottle. 
9. Homogenize the yeast (use the pellet-pestles to dislodge the pellet and stir-up the cells). 
10. Resuspend the homogenized yeast in 100 µl of water and place the cells into a vial 

containing 5 ml of scintillation fluid. 
11. Be sure your scintillation vials are all labeled correctly. 
12. Count the samples in the scintillation counter. 

 
Place the scintillation vials in the rack in the following order: 
 
RT     4°C 
1’ 20’ 40’  1’ 20’ 40’            
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Table 1. Glucose uptake data.  Report your average cpm from each duplicate.  
Group T Time 

(Min) 

3H dpm 
Added 

Total glucose 
(nmole) 

Sp. Activity 
(dpm/nmol) 

CPM from 
LSC 

nmole 
Absorbed 

1 (no DNP) RT 1      

  20      

  40      

 4°C 1      

  20      

  40      

2 (no DNP) RT 1      

  20      

  40      

 4°C 1      

  20      

  40      

3 (+ DNP) RT 1      

  20      

  40      

 4°C 1      

  20      

  40      

4 (+ DNP) RT 1      

  20      

  40      

 4°C 1      

  20      

  40      

 
For each condition, calculate the rate of uptake. 
 

(nmole40 – nmole1 ) - (nmole20 – nmole1 ) = glucose uptake (nmol/min) 
      20 min 
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FULL PRESCRIBING INFORMATION  
Fludeoxyglucose F18 Injection is indicated for positron emission tomography (PET) imaging in the following settings:  
1.1 Oncology For assessment of abnormal glucose metabolism to assist in the evaluation of malignancy in patients with 

known or suspected abnormalities found by other testing modalities, or in patients with an existing diagnosis of cancer.  
1.2 Cardiology For the identification of left ventricular myocardium with residual glucose metabolism and reversible loss of 

systolic function in patients with coronary artery disease and left ventricular dysfunction, when used together with 
myocardial perfusion imaging.  

1.3 Neurology For the identification of regions of abnormal glucose metabolism associated with foci of epileptic 
seizures.  

 
2 DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION  
Fludeoxyglucose F18 Injection emits radiation. Use procedures to minimize radiation exposure. Calculate the final dose from 
the end of synthesis (EOS) time using proper radioactive decay factors. Assay the final dose in a properly calibrated dose 
calibrator before administration to the patient [see Description (11.2)].  
2.1 Recommended Dose for Adults  
Within the oncology, cardiology and neurology settings, the recommended dose for adults is 5 to 10 mCi (185 to 370 MBq) 
as an intravenous injection.  
2.2 Recommended Dose for Pediatric Patients  
Within the neurology setting, the recommended dose for pediatric patients is 2.6 mCi, as an intravenous injection. The 
optimal dose adjustment on the basis of body size or weight has not been determined [see Use in Special Populations (8.4)].  
2.3 Patient Preparation  
• To minimize the radiation absorbed dose to the bladder, encourage adequate hydration. Encourage the patient to drink water 
or other fluids (as tolerated) in the 4 hours before their PET study.  Encourage the patient to void as soon as the imaging 
study is completed and as often as possible thereafter for at least one hour. Screen patients for clinically significant blood 
glucose abnormalities by obtaining a history and/or laboratory tests [see Warnings and Precautions (5.2)]. Prior to 
Fludeoxyglucose F 18 PET imaging in the oncology and neurology settings, instruct patient to fast for 4 to 6 hours prior to 
the drug’s injection. In the cardiology setting, administration of glucose-containing food or liquids (e.g., 50 to 75 grams) 
prior to Fludeoxyglucose F 18 Injection facilitates localization of cardiac ischemia  
 
2.4 Radiation Dosimetry  
The estimated human absorbed radiation doses (rem/mCi) to a newborn (3.4 kg), 1-year old (9.8 kg), 5-year old (19 kg), 10-
year old (32 kg), 15-year old (57 kg), and adult (70 kg) from intravenous administration of Fludeoxyglucose F 18 Injection 
are shown in Table 1. These estimates were calculated based on human2 data and using the data published by the 
International Commission on Radiological Protection4 for Fludeoxyglucose 18F. The dosimetry data show that there are 
slight variations in absorbed radiation dose for various organs in each of the age groups. These dissimilarities in absorbed 
radiation dose are due to developmental age variations (e.g., organ size, location, and overall metabolic rate for each age 
group). The identified critical organs (in descending order) across all age groups evaluated are the urinary bladder, heart, 
pancreas, spleen, and lungs.  
 
11.1 Chemical Characteristics  
Fludeoxyglucose F 18 Injection is a positron emitting radiopharmaceutical that is used for diagnostic purposes in conjunction 
with positron emission tomography (PET) imaging. The active ingredient 2-deoxy-2-[18F]fluoro-D-glucose has the 
molecular formula of C6H1118FO5 with a molecular weight of 181.26, and has the following chemical structure:  
Fludeoxyglucose F 18 Injection is provided as a ready to use sterile, pyrogen free, clear, colorless solution. Each mL contains 
between 0.740 to 7.40GBq (20.0 to 200 mCi) of 2-deoxy-2-[18F]fluoro-D-glucose at the EOS, 4.5 mg of sodium chloride 
and 0.1 to 0.5% w/w ethanol as a stabilizer. The pH of the solution is between 4.5 and 7.5. The solution is packaged in a 
multiple-dose glass vial and does not contain any preservative.  
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Table 1. Estimated Absorbed Radiation Doses (rem/mCi) After Intravenous Administration of Fludeoxyglucose F 18 
Injection  

 
11.2 Physical Characteristics  
Fluorine F 18 decays by emitting positron to Oxygen O 16 (stable) and has a physical half-life of 109.7 minutes. The 
principal photons useful for imaging are the dual 511 keV gamma photons, that are produced and emitted simultaneously in 
opposite direction when the positron interacts with an electron (Table 2).  
 
Table 2. Principal Radiation Emission Data for Fluorine F 18  

Radiation/Emission % Per Disintegration  Mean Energy  
96.73  249.8 keV  
193.46  511.0 keV  

From: Kocher, D.C. Radioactive Decay Tables DOE/TIC-I 1026, 89 (1981)  
 
The specific gamma ray constant (point source air kerma coefficient) for fluorine F 18 is 5.7 R/hr/mCi (1.35 x 10-6 
Gy/hr/kBq) at 1 cm. The half-value layer (HVL) for the 511 keV photons is 4 mm lead (Pb). The range of attenuation 
coefficients for this radionuclide as a function of lead shield thickness is shown in Table 3. For example, the interposition of 
an 8 mm thickness of Pb, with a coefficient of attenuation of 0.25, will decrease the external radiation by 75%. 
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Name ________________________      6 points (RED RULE) 
 
During your time points, do the following calculations assuming you were working with 18F-
deoxyglucose instead of 3H-deoxyglucose.  The Prescribing Information data sheet that comes 
with the drug is provided.  These are RED RULE questions that you will turn in at the end of 
lab. 
 

1. The sample was prepared at 8 am at 10 mCi/ml.  From Table 4, what is the dose at the 
time you injected the yeast? 

 
Initial dose  ___________  Injected dose __________ 
Initial time ____________  Injection time __________ 
 
 
 

2. When the original sample was prepared by a technician working for 15 minutes behind 
an 8 mm lead shield.  Using Table 3 and the paragraph preceding it, how many R of 
exposure did the technician receive?    

________________R 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Using Table 1, calculate the absorbed dose by a 70kg adult in a metabolically active 
organ (heart) and less active organ (thyroid).   Also calculate the rem metabolically 
active and inactive yeast would have received if you had injected 18F instead of 3H.  
Note, you will need to adjust the rem/mCi based on the mass of the yeast. 
 

!
Human! Yeast!

mass! 70!kg! 70!ug!
dose! 10!mCi! 1!uCi!

! ! !(rem/mCi)!
! !heart!!

! !thyroid!
! !

! ! !rem!
! !heart!!

! !thyroid!
! ! 
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Exercise(9.((Radioimmunoassay((RIA)(and(Uptake(Values(
!
A!RIA!is!used!to!measure!very!small!quantities!of!biological!molecules!such!as!hormones,!
metabolites,!enzymes,!etc.!!The!method!is!sensitive!to!microgram!(10@6!g),!nanogram!(10@9!g),!and!
picogram!(10@12!g)!level.!!A!specific!antibody!(Ab)!is!prepared!against!the!molecule,!now!called!an!
antigen!(Ag)!that!needs!to!be!measured.!!The!test!depends!on!the!specificity!of!the!binding!of!Ab!to!
Ag.!!The!Ab!is!composed!of!2!light!and!2!heavy!chains!combined!to!form!a!Y@shaped!molecule!with!
two!binding!sites.!!Because!the!Ab!can!bind!multiple!Ag,!Ab@Ag!complexes!often!become!insoluble!
and!can!be!collected!by!centrifugation!or!filtration,!or!as!in!our!case,!the!Ab!can!be!attached!to!beads!
to!make!precipitation!easier.!
!
The!antigen!can!be!labeled!with!a!radionuclide!so!that!it!can!be!detected!and!counted.!!The!theory!of!
RIA!is!as!follows:!!When!labeled!antigen!(Ag*)!is!mixed!with!unlabeled!antigen!(Ag),!the!antibody!
will!combine!with!both!labeled!and!unlabeled!in!the!proportion!in!which!they!are!present.!!This!
competition!results!in!decreased!label!binding!to!the!antibody!as!the!concentration!of!free!antigen!
increases!in!a!sample.!!Counts!are!then!taken!of!the!Ab⋅Ag*!complex!and!equated!to!known!amounts!
of!Ag!to!generate!a!standard!curve.!!The!assay!needs!to!be!designed!so!that!the!concentration!of!Ab!
is!limiting.!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!!!!!!!!Low!antigen! ! !!!!!Medium!antigen! ! ! !!!!!!!!!!!High!antigen!
!
Ab! 6! 6! 6!
Ag*! 4! 4! 4!
Ag! 8! 12! 24!
Ab@Ag*! 3! 2! 1!
!

!

RIA standard curve

0
0.5

1
1.5

2
2.5

3
3.5

0 10 20 30

Total Ag

B
ou

nd
 A

g*
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Thyroid!Physiology!
!
The!thyroid!gland!produces!T4!and!T3.!But!this!production!is!
not!possible!without!stimulation!from!the!pituitary!gland!(TSH)!
which!in!turn!is!also!regulated!by!the!hypothalamus's!TSH!
Releasing!Hormone.!Now,!with!radioimmunoassay!techniques!it!
is!possible!to!measure!circulating!hormones!in!the!blood!very!
accurately.!Modern!measurement!of!thyroid!hormones!is!done!
by!a!new!technique,!radioimmunoassay!(RIA),!discovered!by!Dr.!
Solomon!Berson!and!Dr.!Rosalyn!Yallow.!They!were!awarded!the!
1977!Nobel!Prize!in!Medicine!for!this!discovery!which!
revolutionized!the!study!of!thyroid!disease!as!well!as!the!entire!
field!of!endocrinology.!!
!
Knowledge!of!this!thyroid!physiology!is!important!in!knowing!
what!thyroid!test!or!tests!are!needed!to!diagnose!different!
diseases.!No!one!single!laboratory!test!is!100%!accurate!in!diagnosing!all!types!of!thyroid!disease;!
however,!a!combination!of!two!or!more!tests!can!usually!detect!even!the!slightest!abnormality!of!
thyroid!function.!
!
A!low!T4!level!could!mean!a!diseased!thyroid!gland!~!OR!~!a!non@functioning!pituitary!gland!which!
is!not!stimulating!the!thyroid!to!produce!T4.!Since!the!pituitary!gland!would!normally!release!TSH!if!
the!T4!is!low,!a!high!TSH!level!would!confirm!that!the!thyroid!gland!(not!the!pituitary!gland)!is!
responsible!for!the!hypothyroidism.!
!
If!the!T4!level!is!low!and!TSH!is!also!low,!the!pituitary!gland!is!more!likely!to!be!the!cause!for!the!
hypothyroidism.!Of!course,!this!would!drastically!effect!the!treatment!since!the!pituitary!gland!also!
regulates!the!body's!other!glands!(adrenals,!ovaries,!and!testicles)!as!well!as!controlling!growth!in!
children!and!normal!kidney!function.!Pituitary!gland!failure!means!that!the!other!glands!may!also!
be!failing!and!other!treatment!than!just!thyroid!may!be!necessary.!The!most!common!cause!for!the!
pituitary!gland!failure!is!a!tumor!of!the!pituitary!and!this!might!also!require!surgery!to!remove.!
!
Greater!than!normal!levels!of!T4!along!with!low!levels!of!TSH!may!be!due!to!conditions!that!involve!
an!overactive!thyroid!or!hyperthyroidism.!!This!could!be!due!to!Hashimoto’s!disease,!Graves!
disease,!goiter,!or!other!diseases.!
!
Normal!values!of!T4!range!from!4.5!to!11.2!micrograms!per!deciliter!(μg/dL).!
!
Normal!values!of!TSH!range!from!2.5@3!mIU/L!(IU!is!an!International!Unit).!
!
Reference:!http://www.endocrineweb.com/tests.html!
!
Another!way!to!measure!thyroid!function!is!by!giving!the!patient!a!dose!of!123I,!and!then!exposing!
their!thyroid!to!a!gamma!camera.!!Three!measurements!are!taken,!the!background!radioactivity,!the!
administered!dose!(standard)!and!the!level!in!the!thyroid.!!An!uptake!value!is!then!calculated:!
!
(Thyroid!level!–!background)!/!(Standard!Dose!–!background).!!Normal!values!are!20@60%,!if!above!
or!below!this!range!the!patient!may!be!hyper!or!hypothyroid!respectively.!
! !
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Lab(10(RIA(Protocol:(((
(

1. Prepare(microfuge(tubes(as(follows:(
(
Group(1:(
Standard(
(ng/ml)(

TBS((
(µl)(

T4(Ag((
(µl)(

( T4(Ag*((
(µl)(

( T4(Ab((
(µl)(

100! 0! 100! Move!to! 10! Mix!well!! 100!
50! 50! 50! hood!! 10! before! 100!
10! 90! 10! behind! 10! adding!! 100!
5! 95! 5! shielding! 10! Ab@beads! 100!
1! 99! 1! ! 10! ! 100!

Blank! 100! 0! ! 10! ! 0!
(
Group(2:(
Patient(
Sample(

TBS((
(µl)(

T4(Ag((
(µl)(

( T4(Ag*((
(µl)(

( T4(Ab((
(µl)(

A! 0! 100! Move!to! 10! Mix!well!! 100!
B! 0! 100! hood!! 10! before! 100!

Normal! 0! 100! behind! 10! adding! 100!
Blank! 100! 0! shielding! 10! Ab@beads! 0!

(
Group(3:(
Standard(
(μIU/ml)(

TBS((
(µl)(

TSH(Ag((
(µl)(

( TSH(Ag*((
(µl)(

( TSH(Ab((
(µl)(

10!! 0! 100! Move!to! 10! Mix!well!! 100!
5! 50! 50! hood!! 10! before! 100!
1! 90! 10! behind! 10! adding!! 100!
0.5! 95! 5! shielding! 10! Ab@beads! 100!
0.1! 99! 1! ! 10! ! 100!
Blank! 100! 0! ! 10! ! 0!

(
Group(4:(
Patient(
Sample(

TBS((
(µl)(

TSH(Ag((
(µl)(

( TSH(Ag*((
(µl)(

( TSH(Ab((
(µl)(

A! 0! 100! Move!to! 10! Mix!well!! 100!
B! 0! 100! hood!! 10! before! 100!

Normal! 0! 100! behind! 10! adding! 100!
Blank! 100! 0! shielding! 10! Ab@beads! 0!

!
2. Mix!the!beads!and!sample!by!inverting!and!incubate!for!5!minutes.!
3. Centrifuge!for!1!minute!to!pellet!the!beads!
4. Remove!the!supernatant!and!dispose!of!it!in!the!liquid!waste!beaker.!
5. Add!1ml!of!TBS!and!repeat!steps!3!and!4.!
6. Place!5!ml!of!scintillation!fluid!to!vials!(1!per!sample)!
7. Pipet!up!1!ml!of!scintillation!fluid!from!a!vial!and!use!it!to!resuspend!the!beads!and!transfer!

them!to!the!scintillation!vial.!
8. Count!the!samples.!

!
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!
!

(
T4(Standard(Curve( CPM( tSIE( Blank(adj.(CPM( Quench(Cor.(DPM(

100!ng/ml! ! ! ! !
50!ng/ml! ! ! ! !
10!ng/ml! ! ! ! !
5!ng/ml! ! ! ! !
1!ng/ml! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! !
Patient!A! ! ! ! !
Patient!B! ! ! ! !
Normal! ! ! ! !

!
TSH(Standard(Curve( CPM( tSIE( Blank(adj.(CPM( Quench(Cor.(DPM(

10!μIU/ml! ! ! ! !
5!μIU/ml! ! ! ! !
1!μIU/ml! ! ! ! !

0.5!μIU/ml! ! ! ! !
0.1!μIU/ml! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! !
Patient!A! ! ! ! !
Patient!B! ! ! ! !
Normal! ! ! ! !

!
Subtract!the!blank!from!your!standards!and!your!samples,!then!adjust!the!CPM!with!the!32P!quench!

curve.!
!
Use!the!values!to!plot!a!standard!curve!for!T4!and!TSH,!then!use!the!equation!to!calculate!the!

concentration!of!T4/TSH!in!the!patient!samples.!
!
Convert!your!values!to!µg/dL!for!T4!or!mIU/L!for!TSH,!and!diagnose!your!patient.!
!
!
Simulation(of(an(123I(uptake(measurement.(
!
Obtain!a!grape!and!place!it!on!the!GM!counter!and!record!the!background.!_________!cpm!
!
Pipete!50!μl!of!123I!(it!is!really!32P)!onto!a!planchet!and!record!the!standard!dose!________!cpm!
!
Draw!the!dose!into!a!syringe!with!a!needle,!inject!the!grape,!and!measure!the!uptake!________!cpm!
!
Calculate!the!Uptake!Value:!(Thyroid!level!–!background)!/!(Standard!Dose!–!background).!!!
!
Normal!values!are!20@60%,!if!above!or!below!this!range!the!patient!may!be!hyper!or!hypothyroid!
respectively.!!What!diagnosis!would!you!make!of!your!grape?!
!
! !
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Lab!Report!#4:!!Radioimmunoassay!Report!
!
Equation!for!T4!standard!curve:!
!
!
!
Equation!for!TSH!standard!curve:!
!
!
!
!
Patient!A:!!!
! T4!!_____!µg/dL!
!
! TSH!!_____!mIU/L!
!
! Diagnosis!and!explanation.!
!
!
!
!
!
Patient!B:!!!
! T4!!_____!µg/dL!
!
! TSH!!_____!mIU/L!
!
! Diagnosis!and!explanation.!
!
!
!
!
Normal!Control:!!!
! T4!!_____!µg/dL!
!
! TSH!!_____!mIU/L!
!
! !
!
!
!
Grape!123I!uptake!value:!!!
!
! Diagnosis!and!explanation.!
!
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EXERCISE 7 
 

EFFECT OF EXTERNAL CONCENTRATION, TISSUE AGING, TEMPERATURE, AND 
DINITROPHENOL ON PHOSPHATE (PO4) UPTAKE IN PLANT TISSUE. 

 
 Absorption rates of solutes by plant cells are affected by various factors, one of which is 
the external solute concentration to which the cells are exposed.  Storage organs such as the 
potato tuber show very little metabolic activity.  However, if tuber slices are prepared, washed, 
then aerated and kept at an ideal temperature, metabolic processes increase to a level where 
they can be measured.  This increased metabolic activity will remain for one to two days.  This 
process of increasing metabolic activities is known as "aging".  As much as a ten-fold increase in 
ion absorption will occur during the "aging" period. 
 Tuber cells usually have relatively large amounts of phosphate stored in them. This stored 
phosphate is in both the central vacuole and cytoplasm. This makes measurement of phosphate 
uptake very difficult.  A very sensitive technique is needed since only small amounts of phosphate 
will be taken up and this is rapidly mixed with a relatively large volume of existing phosphate.  The 
use of 32PO4 allows one to design a very sensitive assay for measuring phosphate uptake.  In this 
exercise we will examine the effect of "aging", dinitrophenol (DNP) treatment, temperature, and 
external phosphate concentration have on the uptake of phosphate (KH2PO4) in potato tuber 
disks (potato chips).  By comparing these different conditions you will be able to determine if the 
uptake of radioactivity by cells is by diffusion, facilitated diffusion or active transport.  DNP blocks 
ATP production which is necessary for active transport.  Changing the concentration of 
phosphate creates a gradient which would drive facilitated diffusion.  Comparing aged and fresh 
tissues examines the role of increased metabolic activity. 
 In addition to working with open sources of radiation, this lab will stress the importance of 
calculating specific activity. 
 
Specific Activity vs. Activity: 
 Since we are hoping to measure the uptake of a known amount of PO4, we need a way to 
determine a relationship between radioactivity (i.e., dpm) and amount (moles). Note that simple 
activity (what we’ve been using so far) comes in the units of Ci/mL – which is a dpm per volume, 
and doesn’t tell us anything about the amount of PO4 that is producing the E particles. 
 Instead, we need to know the specific activity which comes in the units of Ci/mole. Each 
particular isotope will come with a different specific activity, which will vary depending on the 
composition and the method of producing that isotope.  
 Note that by dividing the simple activity by the specific activity, we can determine the 
concentration (moles/mL) of molecules. Or, by dividing the dpm in a sample by the specific 
activity, we can determine the amount (moles) of molecules present in that sample. 
 Also note that the specific activity in an experiment can change if you add more of a 
non-radioactive version of that same molecule. For example, if you add 1 µCi of 32PO4 from a 1 
µCi/nmol source (i.e., 1 nmol of PO4) to a solution that contains 9 nmol of PO4, there is now 10 
nmol of PO4 present, meaning that the specific activity is now 0.1 µCi/nmol in that tube. 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE: 
 
Table 1. Information needed to set up potato chips in varying conditions. 
Group Sample 

# 
Tissue 

(6/beaker) 
KH2PO4 

Concentration 
KH2PO

4 

(ml) 

 
Temp 

DNP (ml) 
1 mM 

H2O 
(ml) 

CaSO4 (ml) 
3mM 

32P 
(ml) 

1 1 Aged 1 µM 7.5 Room 0.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 

2 2 Aged 5 µM 7.5 Room 0.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 

3 3 Aged 10 µM 7.5 Room 0.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 

4 4 Aged 50 µM 7.5 Room 0.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 

5 5 Aged 100 µM 7.5 Room 0.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 

6 6 Aged 250 µM 7.5 Room 0.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 

7 7 Aged 500 µM 7.5 Room 0.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 

8 8 Aged 1000 µM 7.5 Room 0.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 

1 and 2 9 Aged 50 µM 7.5 Iced 0.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 

3 and 4 10 Aged 50 µM 7.5 Room 1.0 0.0 0.5 1.0 

5 and 6 11 Fresh 50 µM 7.5 Room 0.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 

7 and 8 12 Fresh 50 µM 7.5 Room 1.0 0.0 0.5 1.0 

 
1. Place beakers in a protective tray in case of a spill. 
2. Prepare three beakers with approximately 200 ml of 1mM KH2PO4 in each. These will be used 

in step five when rinsing the potato chips. 
3. Add 1 ml of 32PO4 (activity and specific activity will be provided in lab) to your two beakers as 

prepared from information given in Table 1. Activity will be given during lab period.  Add 6 
potato chips to each beaker. Stir the chips every two-three minutes. 

4. Using forceps, remove two chips at the following time intervals after the 32PO4 was added. At 
5, 20, and 40 minutes remove two chips, rinse 3 times using the beakers prepared in step 2.  

5. After each disk is rinsed, place it on a small piece of paper towel and blot off excess solution. 
Arrange the two rinsed chips side by side on a 3 cm planchet.  

6. Count each pair of chips and record the CPM values in Table 2. 
7. Using data in Table 2, calculate the nmole of phosphate absorbed  
8. Knowing specific activity of 32P in each sample beaker and the CPM from each pair of rinsed 

chips, one can calculate the amount of phosphate absorbed for each solution at each time 
interval. 

Conc. = moles/volume 
Specific activity = dpm/nmole PO4 

 
(nmole40 - nmole5 ) - (nmole20 - nmole5 ) = PO4 uptake (nmol/min) 

      20 min 
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Table 2. Table for recording and calculating raw data. Each Sample represents two chips. 
Sample # 
Treatment 

KH2PO4 
Added (µM) 

Time 
(Min) 

32P dpm 
Added 

Total PO4 
(nmole) 

Sp. activity 
(dpm/nmol) 

CPM from   
G-M counter 

nmole 
absorbed 

1-Aged 1 5      

1-Aged  20      

1-Aged  40      

2-Aged 5 5      

2-Aged  20      

2-Aged  40      

3-Aged 10 5      

3-Aged  20      

3-Aged  40      

4-Aged 50 5      

4-Aged  20      

4-Aged  40      

5-Aged 100 5      

5-Aged  20      

5-Aged  40      

6-Aged 250 5      

6-Aged  20      

6-Aged  40      

7-Aged 500 5      

7-Aged  20      

7-Aged  40      

8-Aged 1,000 5      

8-Aged  20      

8-Aged  40      

9-Aged/ice 50 5      

9-Aged/ice  20      

9-Aged/ice  40      

10-Aged/DNP 50 5      

10-Aged/DNP  20      

10-Aged/DNP  40      

11-Fresh 50 5      

11-Fresh  20      

11-Fresh  40      

12-Fresh 50 5      

12-Fresh  20      

12-Fresh  40      

Record your data, all other data will be uploaded to the D2L site. 
Note that “Total PO4” includes the PO4 from the KH2PO4 and the PO4 from the 32PO4. 
 



Lab$10:$Uptake$of$radioactive$tracers$and$following$transport$through$the$body$
$

Another$common$use$for$radioisotopes$is$to$study$the$transport$of$fluids$through$the$
bodies$of$organisms,$or$to$measure$the$movement$of$particular$
molecules$though$the$various$systems$of$the$body.$In$the$past$such$
studies$led$to$the$finding$that$iodine$is$actively$concentrated$into$the$
thyroid$in$mammals,$and$the$finding$that$some$molecules$can$
penetrate$the$bloodAbrain$barrier.$Of$course,$such$experimental$uses$
where$isotopes$are$injected$into$animals$are$highly$regulated,$require$
special$permission,$and$are$potentially$unethical$to$perform$in$an$
undergraduate$laboratory.$

To$try$a$simulate$an$experiment$of$this$type,$we$will$use$the$lessA
regulated$and$lessAethically$challenging$radish$plant$to$study$the$
uptake$of$radioisotopes,$and$to$measure$the$flow$of$fluids$through$a$
plant$tissue.$This$also$has$the$advantage$of$being$slow$enough$to$
study$in$the$lab$without$requiring$special$tools.$

Phosphate$(PO4)$is$an$essential$nutrient$for$all$living$things,$
used$in$nucleic$acids,$proteins$and$many$of$the$energyAstoring$
molecules$of$the$cell.$Animals$acquire$phosphate$from$their$food,$
while$plants$acquire$phosphate$from$the$ground$–$actively$taking$
up$the$PO4$from$the$rhizosphere$with$their$roots.$The$PO4$is$then$
moved$across$the$cells$of$the$root$to$the$central$region$of$the$
root.$The$PO4$is$actively$transported$across$a$waterproof$layer$
called$the$Casparian$strip$into$an$organ$of$the$roots$called$the$
stele.$The$concentration$of$the$PO4$is$increased$to$a$level$high$
enough$to$move$by$diffusion$up$through$the$waterAtransporting$
system$of$plants,$the$xylem.$Tissues$that$require$the$PO4$remove$
it$from$the$xylem$and$actively$concentrate$it$in$the$fast$growing$
tissues.$

In$the$experiment$for$this$week,$we$will$add$radioactive$32PO4$to$the$media$surrounding$the$
roots$of$radish$seedlings$(either$“healthy”$or$plants$with$cancerous$tumors),$and$allow$the$
isotope$to$be$transported$through$the$plant.$Over$time,$we$will$measure$the$transport$of$the$
32PO4$through$the$roots,$the$hypocotyl$(stem),$to$the$cotyledons$(seed$leaves)$and$the$meristem$
(stem$cells)$and$first$true$leaves$of$the$seeding.$Such$a$path$would$be$analogous$to$how$
molecules$injected$into$a$vein$of$an$animal$would$travel$first$to$the$heart$before$being$spread$
throughout$the$body.$

Each$group$will$be$given$a$beaker$in$which$2A3$radish$seedlings$will$be$growing$in$an$agarA
like$gel.$The$agar$simulates$the$soil$medium$that$the$plant$would$normally$be$growing$in,$but$by$
being$clear$and$of$defined$composition,$should$not$interfere$with$our$experiment.$The$plants$
will$either$be$“normal”$seedling,$or$a$seedling$that$is$displaying$a$tumorous$growth$(yes,$plants$
can$also$get$cancer,$but$don’t$worry$it’s$not$harmful$to$you).$

We$will$provide$you$with$a$source$of$32PO4$at$an$activity$of$0.5$µCi/mL.$You$will$add$4$mL$of$
this$liquid$to$the$agar$to$allow$the$roots$to$take$up$the$liquid.$Try$not$to$splash$the$liquid$out$of$
the$beaker$(obviously)$and$also$try$not$to$get$any$on$the$“stem”$or$leaves$of$the$seedling$(we$



want$the$plant$to$takeAup$the$PO4$through$the$roots,$like$it$would$normally$do;$not$by$soaking$in$

from$drops$on$the$leaves).$

You$then$will$need$to$decide$how$long$you$think$it$will$take$for$the$32PO4$to$be$taken$up$by$

the$roots,$and$spread$through$to$the$green$parts$of$the$plant.$Every$plant$takes$up$the$32PO4$and$

transports$a$little$differently$(just$like$every$patient!),$and$you$have$2A3$plants$that$you$can$use$

to$sample$2A3$different$times$after$adding$the$32PO4$and$measure$the$uptake$separately.$You$

also$may$have$a$plant$displaying$a$tumor,$which$may$also$affect$the$timing$and$distribution$of$

the$label.$A$good$suggestion$is$that$it$will$take$~30$minutes$to$accumulate$in$the$roots,$and$

maybe$up$to$an$hour$to$accumulate$in$the$aerial$parts$of$the$plants$–$you$can$choose$your$own$

times$as$long$as$one$of$them$is$longer$than$50A60$minutes$(make$a$note$of$the$times$you$chose$

in$the$table,$below).$The$rate$at$which$label$accumulates$in$the$tumor$may$vary$depending$on$

the$size$of$the$tumor,$and$where$the$tumor$is$found$on$the$seedling.$Remember,$you$are$trying$

to$measure$movement$of$the$source$through$the$“patient”$so$don’t$pick$short$times$just$so$you$

can$leave$early!$

You$also$may$want$to$make$some$adjustments$to$your$experiment.$For$example,$you$can$

place$your$beaker$of$plants$in$the$light,$in$the$dark,$under$a$heat$lamp,$etc.$Remember$to$have$

controls$for$your$experiments,$and$you$can$discuss$among$the$other$groups$to$be$sure$that$

control$conditions$are$covered.$Talk$to$your$lab$instructor,$and$make$a$note$of$the$conditions$if$

they$are$different.$

To$assay$the$transport$of$32PO4$you$will$need$to$carefully$remove$the$seedling$from$the$

beaker,$rinse$it$with$water$to$remove$any$32PO4$that$is$stuck$on$the$surface,$and$then$dissect$the$

plant$(see$it$was$good$that$we$used$a$plant$model)$into$a$few$major$pieces$that$you$can$fit$into$a$

counting$planchet$that$you$can$place$under$a$GAM$counter.$You$can$then$make$a$note$of$the$

number$of$counts$in$each$of$the$major$organ$systems,$and$have$a$measure$of$how$the$32PO4$

moved$through$the$plant.$

$

Procedure:)
1. Take$your$beaker$of$seedlings$to$the$hood$with$the$32PO4$source$(0.5$µCi/mL),$place$

behind$the$shielding.$

2. Add)4)mL)of)32PO4)(2$µCi)$to$the$surface$of$the$agar$holding$the$seedling,$being$careful$
to$not$splash$any$32PO4$onto$the$leaves.$

3. Gently$swirl$the$liquid$across$the$surface$to$make$sure$the$roots$of$all$the$seedlings$will$
be$able$to$access$the$32PO4–containing$liquid.$

4. Cover)the)beaker)with)a)cylindrical)acrylic)shield,$and$set$aside$for$the$first$
incubation$time.$

5. Allow$the$32PO4$to$be$takenAup$and$transported$through$the$plant.$Wait$for$whichever$
your$first$length$of$incubation$(e.g.,$15$minutes,$30$minutes,$etc.).$Make$a$note$in$the$

table$what$this$first$incubation$step$will$be.$

6. After$the$first$incubation…$Remove$one$of$the$seedlings$from$the$beaker$using$the$
tweezers.$Be)careful)not)to)disturb)the)other)seedlings$and$not$to$drop$this$
radioactive$seedling$while$handling$it.$Place$the$cylindrical$shielding$back$over$your$

beaker.$

7. Move$the$seedling$to$a$beaker$of$water,$and$swirl$the$roots$to$remove$surface$32PO4.$If$
you$think$that$you$have$splashed$any$32PO4$onto$other$parts$of$the$plant,$then$rinse$the$

whole$seedling$in$the$water.$



8. Using$the$scissors,$clip$off$the$roots,$the$“stem”,$the$cotyledons$(“leaves”),$and$leave)a)
small)fragment)of)tissue)between)the)“stem”)and)cotyledons$(the$meristem).$If$your$
seedling$has$a$tumor,$be$sure$to$carefully$dissect$that$tumor$away$from$the$surrounding$

tissue.$There$is$a$figure$on$the$next$page$indicating$how$to$make$this$dissection.$$(Aren’t$

you$glad$we$aren’t$doing$this$in$an$animal?)$

9. Place)each)of)those)dissected)parts)onto)a)separate)planchette,$and$then$use$the$
white$GAM$detectors$to$count$the$activity$of$32PO4$in$each$of$the$fragments,$and$note$

those$counts$in$the$first$column$of$Table$1.$

10. Discard$the$plant$fragments$in$the$32P$dry$waste$and$put$the$planchettes$in$the$labeled$
container.$Leave$the$remaining$seedlings$to$incubate$until$your$second$time$point$has$

elapsed.$

$

11. After$then$second$length$of$incubation…$Remove$one$of$the$other$seedlings$from$the$
beaker$as$before.$Proceed$through$steps$6A10$and$note$the$counts$in$the$second$column$

of$Table$1.$

$

12. If$you$have$a$3rd$seedling,$and$want$to$test$a$3rd$incubation$time,$follows$steps$6A10$for$
the$3rd$seedling,$and$note$the$counts$in$the$3rd$column$of$Table$1.$

$

13. Once$you’ve$collected$your$last$seedling,$place)the)entire)beaker)from)your)
experiment)into)the)bin)labeled)“32P)beakers”)(we’ll$show$you$in$lab),$and$transfer$
the$wash$water$to$the$indicated$liquid$waste.$Check$the$cylindrical$shielding$and$

anything$else$you$used$for$the$experiment$(tweezers,$scissors,$etc.)$for$contamination$

with$the$handAheld$GAM$counter$before$putting$it$back.$

$

Table)1:)Indicate)the)times,)and)activity)of)the)plant)tissues:)
$

Tissue$ CPM$after$

_________min$

CPM$after$

________$min$

CPM$after$

_______min$

Roots$

$

$ $ $

“Stem”$

$

$ $ $

Cotyledon$1$

$

$ $ $

Cotyledon$2$

$

$ $ $

Meristem$

$

$ $ $

Tumor$

$

$ $ $

$

$

$ $



Things$to$think$about$(and$to$put$into$the$lab$report$4)$
•$How$did$the$32PO4$move$through$the$plant?$Can$you$tell$from$your$data?$How$long$did$

it$take$to$get$from$the$roots$to$the$“stem”?$How$long$did$it$take$to$get$to$the$“leaves”?$
Did$it$concentrate$in$any$particular$spot?$Did$you$see$any$differences$in$the$
tumorous$seedlings?$

•$Do$you$think$that$the$speed$that$the$32PO4$moves$through$the$plant$could$be$altered$by$
different$physiological$conditions$for$the$plant$(e.g.,$heat,$drought,$light,$etc.)?$

•$Where$in$the$plant’s$cells$would$you$expect$to$see$the$32PO4$accumulating$(i.e.,$what$
biomolecules$contain$PO4)?$Would$you$expect$that$to$be$any$different$in$an$animal?$

•$In$animals,$32PO4$doesn’t$tend$to$“bioaccumulate”$in$any$particular$organ$or$tissue,$
unlike$125I/131I$in$the$thymus,$or$90Sr$in$the$bones.$Since$it$is$not$actively$transported$
into$cells$(remember$your$results$from$Report$#3),$where$do$you$suppose$that$most$
of$the$serum$dose$of$32PO4$would$end$up$given$enough$time?$

$ $



Setup$for$lab:$
2I4)weeks)before)lab:)
1. Beakers$of$solid$nutrient$media:$~0.8x$“Miracle$Grow”$fertilizer$in$distilled$water,$

solidified$with$0.8%$(w/v)$Phytagel.$Pour$~50$mL$per$300$mL$plastic$beaker$and$
allow$to$gel.$Cover$with$plastic$wrap.$

2. Radish$seeds.$Place$about$50A75$seeds$into$a$50$mL$plastic$tube.$Add$~40$mL$water$+$
0.1$%$triton$XA100$(to$break$surface$tension)$and$shake$for$a$few$minutes.$Seeds$will$
settle$to$bottom,$pour$off$the$water.$Surface$sterilize$the$seeds$with$~40$mL$5%$
bleach$in$water$and$shake$for$~3A5$minutes.$Settle$the$seeds$then$pour$off$the$bleach.$
Rinse$with$sterile$water$3A5$times$to$remove$the$bleach.$Pour$off$the$water$and$leave$
the$cap$loosely$on$the$tube.$Seeds$will$store$like$this$in$the$fridge$for$2A3$days$(they$
will$begin$to$germinate$in$the$tube$by$the$3rd$day).$

3. Place$3A5$seeds$per$beaker$and$place$under$lights$(16:8)$to$germinate$and$grow$
seedlings.$Within$7$days,$the$seedling$will$have$cotyledons$and$be$~2A3$cm$tall.$In$2$
weeks,$there$will$be$true$leaves$and$~5A7$cm$tall.$
$

1I3)weeks)before)lab)
1. For$“tumorous”$seedlings,$grow$up$a$culture$of$Agrobacterium-tumefaciens$in$LB$at$

20A28°C$for$about$16A24$hr.$$
2. Pellet$cells,$and$resuspend$in$LB$in$a$very$thin$paste.$Pull$the$paste$up$into$a$syringe$

and$inject$a$few$µL$of$cells$into$various$places$in$one$of$the$3A5$day$old$seedling.$
Either$do$1/beaker$for$some$of$the$beakers,$or$do$all$the$plants$in$one$beaker.$

The$largest$tumors$will$form$from$injections$in$the$meristem,$but$some$tumors$
can$form$almost$any$where$along$the$seedling.$$

3. Place$the$beaker$in$the$dark$for$the$first$day,$then$return$to$the$lights.$Check$for$any$
overgrowth$of$the$Agrobacterium$on$the$medium$–$if$present,$pipet$~1A2$mL$of$100$
µg/mL$carbenicillin$in$water$onto$the$surface$of$the$media$to$restrict$the$growth$of$
bacteria.$
$

On)Day)of)lab:)
1. On$day$of$lab,$bring$beakers$down$to$lab.$
2. Make$a$source$by$diluting$the$32POA$to$0.5$µCi/mL$in$water,$will$need$~50$mL$total.$
3. Find$long$forceps,$scissors,$round$acrylic$shields,$timers,$and$various$pipets/$

micropipettors$for$the$hoods.$
4. Planchettes$and$white$GAM$counters$for$counting$results$
5. Make$sure$there$are$waste$bins$for$32P$liquid$and$solid$waste.$
6. Gloves,$lab$coats,$etc.$
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Quiz 1 Preparation 
x Generally know how a G-M tube is constructed and operates. 
x Given a new G-M Counter, how would you determine the optimum operating voltage? 
x How is background radiation determined?  Once determined, how is it used?   
x Given the activity of a source at one distance, be able to calculate its activity at another distance.  
x Explain what is meant by resolving time. Be able to calculate resolving time. 
x What is backscatter? How does thickness and Z number of a planchet affect backscatter?  
x How can the range of beta particles be determined?  How can range be used to find Emax? 
x For sources such as 137Cs that produce both beta and gamma, how can we determine the counts of 

each? 
x How is the efficiency of gamma counting calculated?  With G-M counting of a calibrated source calculate 

counter efficiency. 
 
 
Lab Quiz 1 Practice Problems 
 
Slope %/100V = (100(R2-R1)/R1)/(V2-V1)  G = ½ (1-�K�¥K2+r2)) %backscatter = 100x(R-R0)/R0 
 
I2 = I1(d1

2/d2
2) ī� ��51 + R2 –R12)/(2R1R2) Eff=cpm/dpm R = Ro/(1-Ro ī�  A = Ao e(-0.693t/t1/2) 

 
1. Draw a graph indicating the shape of a G-M tube curve.  Use an arrow to indicate the part of the curve 

from which you would select your operating voltage.  Explain why you chose this voltage. 
 

2. You measure cpm vs. voltage and determine the location of your plateau.  The first point on the plateau 
measured 1000 cpm at 650 V and the second point measured 1200 cpm at 950 V.  What is the slope of 
your plateau?  Does this indicate that your tube is working properly?  Explain your answer. 

 
3. You perform a background calibration by counting for 10 minutes and obtain 180 counts.  What is your 

background cpm?  When would you need to account for background and when could you ignore it?  
Explain your answer. 

 
4. You have a G-M tube with a diameter of 30 mm and you use it to count a source at a distance of 20 

mm.  What is the geometry factor for your tube?  How would you use this to calculate the total cpm 
emitted from your source?  Explain your reasoning. 

 
5. You measure 1500 cpm at a distance of 20 mm.  How many cpm would you expect to record at a 

GLVWDQFH�RI����PP"��*� �������ī� ��[���-6, bkg = 20 cpm 
 

6. Your G-M counter registers 30,000 cpm for both halves of a split disk, and 22,000 and 22,500 cpm for 
each half individually.  How many cpm would the entire disk actually emit?  

 
7. You calibrate your G-0�FRXQWHU�DQG�GHWHUPLQH�D�ī� ������[���-5.  If a sample produces 12,000 cpm, 

how many cpm are being missed?   
 

8. You obtain 1000 cpm from a source, and when you place it on a 1mm sheet of lead you obtain 1300 
cpm.  How would you explain this result? 

 
9. You are using a GM counter and want to take into account the fixed absorption of radioactivity 

occurring between your sample and the detector.  The density thicknesses of your G-M tube channel 
and mylar on the source are 1.4 mg/cm2 and 0.8 mg/cm2 respectively.  Your source is 20 mm from your 
detector, and each cm of air has a density thickness of 1.2mg/cm3.  What is your total fixed absorber?   
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10. You place several aluminum shields of different thicknesses in front of a 32P source and measure the 
cpm with each shield and calculate a D1/2 of 100 mg/cm2.  What is energy of the electrons being 
emitted from the source? 

 

 
 

11. You count a 137Cs source that releases one E �������0H9��DQG�RQH�Ȗ��������0H9��SHU�GHFD\�HYHQW���
When you count the source at a distance of 20 mm from your G-M detector you get 12,000 cpm.  If you 
SXW�DQ�DOXPLQXP�VKLHOG�EHWZHHQ�WKH�VRXUFH�DQG�GHWHFWRU�\RX�UHFRUG�������FSP���*� �������ī =5 x 10-6, 
ENJ� ����FSP���:KDW�LV�\RXU�GHWHFWRU¶V�HIILFLHQF\�DW�FRXQWLQJ�Ȗ�UD\V"��:KDW�DVVXPSWLRQV�GLG�\RX�KDYH�
to make?  

 
12. You have a 0.15 PCi 90Sr standard source that is 10 years old (t½ = 28.6 years, Emax = 0.546 Mev).  You 

obtain 20,000 cpm from the sample.  What is the percent efficiency of your G-M tube for 90Sr?  G = 
������ī� ��[���-6, bkg = 20 cpm  

 
 
Answers 

1. Look at the figure on page 1-1 of the manual.  You would pick a point 1/3 of the way across the plateau.  
You want to be on the plateau so that any fluctuations in the voltage do not significantly affect your cpm 
measured.  You want to be at a lower voltage on the plateau to avoid damage to the GM tube. 

2. 7%.  Yes, if you have a slope of less than 10% it means that the cpm you measure will not fluctuate 
much with changes in voltage. 

3. 18cpm.  You would need to subtract background if you measured 1800 or fewer cpm.  Above 1800 cpm 
ignoring background would cause less than a 1% error. 

4. 0.1.  Take your observed cpm and divide by 0.1 (or multiply by 10).  The geometry factor accounts for 
the percent of the total cpm that are directed towards your G-M detector. 

5. 658 cpm (if you wanted to be fancy, you could add back background for an answer of 678 cpm) 
6. 53,514 
7. 14,549 – 12,000 = 2,514 cpm missed 
8. This is caused by backscatter and you are observing 30% backscatter. 
9. 4.6 mg/cm2 
10. 1.7 MeV, remember that Range is about 8 x D1/2 
11. 8.31%, you had to assume that all E particles entering the tube were recorded and were accompanied 

by a Ȗ�UD\� 
12. 57% 
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Quiz 2 Preparation 

x If you used 3H, why are the CPM values from channel B and C so low? What do you think is causing 
those counts in channels B and C? 

x If you used 32P, why are there so many more counts in Channel C compared to the other channels? If 
you are concerned about quenching, do you think that you should just use the CPM from channel C, or 
should you sum the counts from all C channels? 

x If you were to use 14C, which channel do you expect to find the majority of your counts. 
x Think about the relationship between tSIE and efficiency. Is a high tSIE good or bad? What does it say 

about your sample if the tSIE is low?  
x Was GM or LSC “better” for counting 32P? 14C? 3H? Why? 
x Which is potentially worse: Quenching with an LSC or Resolving time on a GM? Under what conditions 

might one be worse than the other? 
 
Lab Quiz 2 Practice Problems 
 
Slope %/100V = (100(R2-R1)/R1)/(V2-V1)   
 
G = ½ (1-�K�¥K2+r2))  
 
%backscatter = 100x(R-R0)/R0 
 
I2 = I1(d1

2/d2
2)  

 
ī� ��51 + R2 –R12)/(2R1R2)  
 
Eff=cpm/dpm R = Ro/(1-Ro ī�   
 
A = Ao e(-0.693t/t1/2) 

 
 
Practice problems: 

1. You count a sample of 14C palmitic acid and obtain 2000 cpm and a tSIE of 200.  What is the efficiency 
at which you counted your sample?   

2. Based on your answer to #1, how many dpm were actually present?   
3. Based on your answer to #2, how many PCi is this? 
4. Based on your answer to #3, if your specific activity is 56.7 mCi/mmole, how many nmoles of palmitic 

acid were present? 
5. What is the purpose of the scintillation cocktail used in LSC counting? 
6. How does a quenching agent decrease the cpm measured from a sample? 
7. You count two halves of a filter that has been soaked with 10Pl of a 1PCi/ml sample of 32P and get the 

following counts with a GM tube (R1 = 400cpm, R2 = 450cpm, R12 = 800cpm).  You also count the 
same sample in a LSC counter and get the following counts (5Pl =9,000cpm, 5Pl =9,200cpm, 
10PO ������FSP����&DOFXODWH�ī�IRU�HDFK�VDPSOH���)RU�WKH�TXL]�EH�DEOH�WR�H[SODLQ�WKH�GLIIHUHQFHV�
between GM and LSC results. 

8. You count 20Pl of 1PCi/ml samples of 3H, 14C and 32P using a GM tube and a LSC counter and you get 
the following counts.  What is the percent efficiency for each sample.  For the GM tube, h = 15mm and r 
= 10mm.  For the quiz be able to explain the differences between GM and LSC results. 

 GM LSC 
32-P 2000 40,000 
14-C 400 38,000 
3-H 80 39,000 
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Answers 

1. 0.793 or 79.3% 
2. 2522 dpm 
3. 0.00114 PCi 
4. 0.0201 nmoles 
5. It contains a fluor that is excited when struck by radiation, and then fluoresces, releasing light which is 

measured. 
6. By absorbing the light emitted from the fluor 
7. For GM = 1.39x10-4, can’t be calculated for LSC as it will be a negative number. 
8. G=0.084, actual dpm = 44,400 

 
 
  

 GM Corrected for G Eff LSC Eff 
32-P 2000 23810 54% 40,000 90.1% 
14-C 400 4762 10.8% 38,000 85.5% 
3-H 80 952 2.16% 39,000 87.8% 
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Lab Quiz 3 Practice Problems 
 
G = ½ (1-�K�¥K2+r2)) %backscatter = 100x(R-R0)/R0  Eff=cpm/dpm 
 
I2 = I1(d1

2/d2
2) ī� ��51 + R2 –R12)/(2R1R2) R = Ro/(1-Ro ī�   A = Ao e(-0.693t/t1/2) 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

y = 0.1866ln(x) - 0.1949
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Practice problems: 

1. Draw a graph indicating the shape of a G-M curve of cpm vs. voltage.  Use an arrow to indicate the part 
of the curve from which you would select your operating voltage.  Explain why you chose this voltage. 

 
2. You perform a background calibration by counting for 5 minutes and obtain 180 counts.  What is your 

background cpm?  When would you need to account for background and when could you ignore it?  
Explain your answer. 

 
3. You have a G-M tube with a diameter of 20 mm and you use it to count a source at a distance of 10 

mm.  What is the geometry factor for your tube?  How would you use this to calculate the total cpm 
emitted from your source?  Explain your reasoning. 

 
4. You measure 1300 cpm at a distance of 20 mm.  How many cpm would you expect to record at a 

GLVWDQFH�RI����PP"��*� �������ī� ��[���-6, bkg = 25 cpm 
 

5. Your G-M counter registers 30,000 cpm for both halves of a split disk, and 16,000 and 16,500 cpm for 
each half individually.  How many cpm would the entire disk actually emit?  When do you need to take 
resolving time into account? 

 
6. You calibrate your G-0�FRXQWHU�DQG�GHWHUPLQH�D�ī� ������[���-5.  If a sample produces 12,000 cpm, 

how many cpm are being missed?   
 

7. You obtain 1000 cpm from a source, and when you place it on a 1mm sheet of lead you obtain 1200 
cpm.  How would you explain this result? 

 
8. You are using a GM counter and want to take into account the fixed absorption of radioactivity 

occurring between your sample and the detector.  The density thicknesses of your G-M tube channel 
and mylar on the source are 1.4 mg/cm2 and 0.8 mg/cm2 respectively.  Your source is 30 mm from your 
detector, and each cm of air has a density thickness of 1.2mg/cm3.  What is your total fixed absorber?   

 
9. You place several aluminum shields of different thicknesses in front of a 32P source and measure the 

cpm with each shield and calculate a D1/2 of 100 mg/cm2.  What is energy of the electrons being 
emitted from the source? 

 
10. You count a 137Cs source that releases one E �������0H9��DQG�RQH�Ȗ��������0H9��SHU�GHFD\�HYHQW���

When you count the source at a distance of 20 mm from your G-M detector you get 12,000 cpm.  If you 
put an aluminum shield between the source and deteFWRU�\RX�UHFRUG�������FSP���*� �������ī� ��[���-6, 
ENJ� ����FSP���:KDW�LV�\RXU�GHWHFWRU¶V�HIILFLHQF\�DW�FRXQWLQJ�Ȗ�UD\V"��:KDW�DVVXPSWLRQV�GLG�\RX�KDYH�
to make?  

 
11. You have a 0.5 PCi 90Sr standard source that is 10 years old (t½ = 28.6 years, Emax = 0.546 Mev).  You 

obtain 50,000 cpm from the sample.  What is the percent efficiency of your G-M tube for 90Sr?  G = 
������ī� ��[���-6, bkg = 20 cpm  

 
12. You expose DNA to a 137Cs source (240 rads/min) for 24 hours and run it on a 

�����DJDURVH�JHO�DORQJ�ZLWK�D�Ȝ+LQG,,,�VWDQGDUG���+RZ�PDQ\�*\�RI�UDGLDWLRQ�ZDV�
your DNA exposed to?  What is the size of the average DNA fragment if the middle 
of your smear of DNA appears 7.5 cm from the well in the gel?  The equation for 
your standard curve is kb = -15.059Ln(cm) + 33.822 

 
 

  

cm kb 
5.2 9.4 

6 6.6 
6.8 4.4 
8.2 2.3 
8.4 2 
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13. You generate a standard curve with the following units of alkaline phosphatase in each well of a 
microtiter plate and obtain the following A405 readings after adding substrate.  If your stock solution of 
AP is 0.5U/Pl, how much AP would you add to each reaction?  You irradiate a 0.5U sample of AP and 
obtain an A405 of 0.31.  What percent of the original activity still remains after the irradiation?   The 
equation for your standard curve is A405 = 0.7157xUAP + 0.0071. 

 
U AP A405 

0 0.01 
0.2 0.14 
0.4 0.3 
0.6 0.44 
0.8 0.58 

1 0.72 
 

14. To irradiate yeast for a survival curve you wish to prepare a tube containing 500Pl of cells at 2000 
cells/ml.  You place 10Pl onto a hemocytometer with a grid dimension of 1mm x 1mm x 0.1mm and 
count 50 cells on the grid.  How would you prepare your dilution? 

 
15. Be able to explain why your three different experiments showed cells to be the most sensitive to 

radiation, followed by DNA, and enzymes were the least sensitive. 
 
16. You count a sample of 14C palmitic acid and obtain 4000 cpm and a tSIE of 500.  What is the efficiency 

at which you counted your sample? How many dpm were actually present?  How many PCi is this?  If 
your specific activity is 56.7 mCi/mmole, how many nmoles of palmitic acid were present? 

 
17. What is the purpose of the scintillation cocktail used in LSC counting? 
 
18. How does a quenching agent decrease the cpm measured in a sample? 

 
19. You count 10Pl of 1PCi/ml samples of 3H, 14C and 32P using a GM tube and a LSC counter and you get 

the following counts.  What is the percent efficiency for each sample.  For the GM tube, bkg = 20cpm, 
G = 0.25.  For the quiz be able to explain the differences between GM and LSC results. 

 GM LSC tSIE 
32-P 2200 20,000 500 
14-C 400 18,000 500 
3-H 80 16,000 500 

 
20. You mix 10 ml of a solution of 50 PM phosphate with 1 ml of 1PCi/ml 32P and incubate the solution with 

cells.  You then count the cells on LSC and obtain 1000 cpm.  Assuming the 32P did not add much total 
phosphate, what is the specific activity of the solution?  How many nmoles of phosphate were taken up 
by the cells? 

21. You mix 10Pl of 1mM glucose with 20Pl of 50PCi/ml of 3H deoxyglucose.  You then incubate this 
mixture with yeast, remove a sample and measure the uptake with LSC and obtain 1000 cpm.  
Assuming the 3H did not add much total glucose what is the specific activity of the solution?  How many 
nmoles of glucose were taken up by the cells? 

22. You measure T4 levels in plasma from two patients using an RIA and get 8000 cpm for patient A and 
4000 cpm for patient B.  Which patient would have more T4 in their plasma?  If the standard curve for 
the assay has the equation y = -1560ln(x) + 11136, where the x axis is in ng/ml.  What is their T4 
FRQFHQWUDWLRQ�LQ�ȝJ�G/" 
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Answers 
1. Look at the figure on page 1-1 of the manual.  You would pick a point 1/3 of the way across the plateau.  

You want to be on the plateau so that any fluctuations in the voltage do not significantly affect your cpm 
measured.  You want to be at a lower voltage on the plateau to avoid damage to the GM tube. 

2. 36cpm.  You would need to subtract background if you measured 3600 or fewer cpm.  Above 3600 cpm 
ignoring background would cause less than a 1% error. 

3. 0.146.  Take your observed cpm and divide by 0.146.  The geometry factor accounts for the percent of 
the total cpm that are directed towards your G-M detector. 

4. 566 cpm (if you wanted to be fancy, you could add back background for an answer of 591 cpm) 
5. 34,967.  typically at cpm > 10,000 
6. 14,549 
7. This is caused by backscatter and you are observing 20% backscatter. 
8. 5.8 mg/cm2 
9. 1.7 MeV, remember that Range is about 8 x D1/2 
10. 8.42%, you had to assume that all E particles entering the tube were recorded and were accompanied 

E\�D�Ȗ�UD\� 
11. 51% 
12. 3456 Gy.  3.48 kb 
13. Dilute the AP 1:10 and add 4Pl for the 0.2U point.  For the rest you would add 0.8, 1.2, 1.6 and 2Pl 

respectively.   0.423U of AP remain which is 84.6% of the original activity. 
14. 2Pl of yeast into 498Pl of water. 
15. Because our assay for DNA damage was fairly crude and required extensive damage before changes 

could be seen. 
16. 0.965 or 96.5%.  4146 dpm.  0.001867 PCi.  0.0329 nmoles 
17. It contains a fluor that is excited when struck by radiation, and then fluoresces, releasing light which is 

measured. 
18. By absorbing the light emitted from the fluor 
19. Actual dpm = 22,200 

 
 
 
 
 

20. SA = 4.44x106 dpm/Pmole.  0.225 nmole 
21. SA = 2.22x105 dpm/nmole.  0.0045 nmole 
22. 3DWLHQW�%���3DWLHQW�$� �����ȝJ�G/��3DWLHQW�%� ����ȝJ�G/ 

 
 
  

 GM Corrected for bkg and G Eff LSC cpm LSC dpm Eff 
32-P 2200 8800 39.6% 20,000 21,153 94.5% 
14-C 400 1500 6.8% 18,000 18,656 96.5% 
3-H 80 240 1.1% 16,000 17,897 89.4% 
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FORMAT FOR LAB REPORTS 
1.  Introduction.  Provide background information that would justify why the experiment is being done. Start 
broadly, so that the reader understands how your experiment fits into the field of radiation biology.  Then 
narrow down to the specific experiment you will be performing. Provide a hypothesis that you are trying to 
prove of disprove or describe the problem being studied. 
 
2.  Materials and Methods.  Describe the methods used to carry out the experiment or investigation.  Verbal 
descriptions are fine, no tables or graphs are necessary.  You want to explain what you did, do not give step by 
step instructions. 
 
3.  Results.  Present the results both in narrative form and in tables and graphs if applicable. (That means you 
also have to WRITE SOMETHING, you can’t just put in figures and graphs!) You should only present the 
results and describe any trends in the data (i.e., “it went up”, “it went down”, “it didn’t change”, etc.); but, don’t 
draw any conclusions (i.e., don’t say: “this means that” or “we think”, etc). No raw data should be presented, 
only calculated and plotted data.  Tables should be labeled on top and Figures on bottom as shown in the 
examples below: 
 
Table 1. Efficiency Data for Selected Radionuclides. 

Radionuclide (Placed on Shelf #1) Efficiency Factor 
C-14 0.010 
Sr-90 0.135 
Bi-210  0.082 

 

 
Figure 1. A stock yeast culture was exposed to 400 Ci 137Cs source at 220 Rads/hr for 
varying amounts of time.  The cells were then plated on agar, incubated for 3 days at 
30o C before counting the surviving colonies. 
 
4. Conclusions.  Explain what the results mean.  Do they support your hypothesis?  If the experiment did not 
work as planned, give possible explanations why not. Suggest improvements in the experimental design.  
What other experimental designs would work to study this problem? 
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Specific instructions for each lab report: 
 
LAB REPORT #1 
Along with the traditional introduction explaining the purpose of the experiment, hypothesis being tested 
and relevance of the research, address the following: 

• Calculate the number of Gy each sample received. 
• Prepare cell survival curves for UV and gamma radiation. 
• Determine the dose necessary to kill 50% of the cells (LD50) and relate this to how radiation 

treatments may be used in a clinical setting. 
• Are diploid or haploid cells more sensitive to radiation? 
• Is UV or gamma radiation more harmful to cells? 
• Explain and discuss your observations. 

 
 
LAB REPORT #2 
Along with the traditional introduction explaining the purpose of the experiment, hypothesis being tested 
and relevance of the research, address the following: 
 

• Calculate the number of Gy each DNA sample received (240 rad/min).  Sample 1 = control, 2 = 
6hrs, 3 = 12hrs, 4 = 18hrs, 5 = 24 hrs, 6 = 30hrs, 7 = 50hrs. 

• Generate a standard curve of distance migrated vs. log(kb) of the standards. 
• Measure the average distance the visible bands in each sample moved and calculate their 

average size. 
• Describe and explain the pattern of bands or smear of DNA in the lanes.  
• In a cell, doses of 1-4 Gy cause lethal DNA damage.  Speculate on why it takes so many more 

Gy to see visible changes on an agarose gel. 
• Include accurately labeled photos showing the effects of radiation on onion root tip 

chromosomes (compare controls to irradiated root tips) 
• Include accurately labeled photos showing the effects of radiation on the fish cultured cell 

nuclei (compare controls to irradiated cells) 
• Construct an AP standard curve by plotting Absorbance @ 405 nm on the vertical axis and units 

of AP on the horizontal axis.  Find an equation that best fits your curve, note that it may not be 
linear. 

• Using the standard curve, calculate the units of AP activity remaining at each dose. 
• Present the data such that the effect of 137Cs γ-irradiation on AP activity is clearly shown.   
• Do enzymes seem to be more or less sensitive than DNA to radiation in vitro?   
• Do you think you would get different results with an enzyme that does not have disulfide bonds?   
• Explain your observations. 

 
 
LAB REPORT #3 
 
This is simply the sheet from the Lab manual where you calculate the results of the RIA and diagnose 
your patient. Make sure that you do the math carefully, since a missed diagnosis (in either missing a 
disease or giving unnecessary treatment) can result in very bad outcomes for your patients. 
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LAB REPORT #4 
 
This is based on the lab results done with uptake of 32PO4 by potato disks, 3H-deoxyglucose by yeast, 

and 32PO4 by radish whole plants. This report focuses on uptake rates, transporters, and specific 
activity! 

This is a written report that can be done as a group (like reports 1 & 2), so follow the general 
instructions on Appendix page 9, and specific instructions below: 

 
Along with the traditional introduction explaining the purpose of the experiment, hypotheses being 

tested and relevance of the research, address the following: 
 
Potato disk uptake experiment: 

• Graph the rate of uptake of phosphate (nmol/min or pmol/min) vs. external phosphate 
concentration on an XY scatter plot for treatments 1-8. 

• Create a bar graph of the rate of phosphate uptake with fresh and aged tissue, and the effects 
of DNP and ice on uptake for treatments 4 and 9-12. Be sure to compare samples with the 
same external phosphate concentration. 

• Explain why the specific activity changes with the phosphate concentration. 
• Does your data suggest any effect of any of the following on phosphate uptake? 

a. DNP 
b. Temperature 
c. Age of the tissue 

• Does your data support active transport or facilitated diffusion of phosphate? Be sure to 
explain your answer. 
 

Yeast deoxyglucose uptake experiment: 
• Graph the rate of 3H-deoxyglucose uptake (pmol/min) by the yeast over time at different 

temperatures. 
• Does your data suggest any effect of any of the following on 3H-deoxyglucose uptake? 

a. Temperature 
b. Age of the cells 

• Use your results to explain how a PET scan works. 
 
Radish plant uptake experiment: 

• Make a table of the results for uptake of 32PO4 into the major organs of the plant, and any 
alterations you made to the procedure (extra light or heat, etc.). 

• Does your data suggest anything about how did the 32PO4 moves through the plant? How long 
did it take to get from the roots to the “stem”? How long did it take to get to the “leaves”? Did it 
concentrate in any particular spot? 

• (If you did any alternate incubation treatments.) Does your data suggest anything about how 
the speed that the 32PO4 moves through the plant could be altered by different physiological 
conditions for the plant (e.g., heat, drought, light, etc.)? 

• Where in the plant’s cells would you expect to see the 32PO4 accumulating (i.e., what 
biomolecules contain PO4)? Would you expect that to be any different in an animal? 

• In animals, 32PO4 doesn’t tend to “bioaccumulate” in any particular organ or tissue, unlike 
125I/131I in the thymus, or 90Sr in the bones. Since it is not actively transported into cells 
(remember your results from Report #3), where do you suppose that most of the serum dose of 
32PO4 would end up given enough time? 

 


